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RELATION OF COGNITIVE ABILITY AND RECEPTIVE
LANGUAGE ABILITY IN cHILDFItN OF PRIMARY' SCHOOL
AGE Order No.81 22236
BAYLESS, JUANITA CAROL, Eo.D. Northern Illinois University, 1981
152PP.

The present study drew upon information contrilsujed inprevious
studies to Systematically investigate the effects of cognitive-abilities,
statement voice, and question voice upon primary sofyol age
children's abilities to give correct responsetie questiqhs. The main
investigation of the study was concerned with thepossibtlity that an
interaction of cognitive abilities, statement voice, andquestion voice
might affect children's *Idles to respond correctly. Iry addition to the
possible interactions, the main effects of the three variables were

--examined. The examination of the main effects was similar to the
procedures utilized in previous studies Unlike previous studies,

,Oeractions between aN three variables were also examined
Meitsures of cognitive-abilities (Concept Assessment Kit.

Conservation. Form A) and of correct responses to questions about
statements were taken for 97 children. Cognitive ability was classified
as coneepny, transitional and nonconserver as proposed by Borucki
(1976). The conditions of measured receptive language ability were
(1) active voice statement-active voice question, (2) active voice
statement- passive voice question, (3) passive-voice statement-active
voice question, and (4) _passive voice statementpassive voice
question

The analysis of the detain this study revealed main effects
confirmed in previous studies regarding cognitive ability, statement
voice, and question voice, but this support did not hold in the analysis
of interaction. Cognitive abilities were related to the overall correct
responses, but did not interact significantly with statement voice
and/or question voice Correct responses for active voice statements
were higher than for passive voice statements for both active and
passive voice questions, but became lower at the passive voice
question level. As a main effect, question voice was not significant.
There was a desordinal interaction of question voice through
statement voice The investigation revealed a significant hierarchy of
difficulty within the tour conditions of statement and question voice
forms The order of difficulty was (1) active voice statement -active
voice question pairs. (2) active voice statementassivevoice
question pairs, (3) passive voice statement-passive voice question
pairs. and (4) passive voice statement-active voicequestion pairs

The present study was based upon the premise that a twofold
co mprehension task underlies children's respanses to questions To
respond to a question about information that has been Presented, the
children must first comprehend the information and then the question.
.lt seemed reasonable to expect that cognitive and/or language
development factors which have been fbilnd to influence children's
comprehension of statement voice forms might also influence
children's abilities to respond question voice forms. The present
study indicated that primary school age children may be maivertently
restricted in their abilities to demonstrate comprehension when a
questioning process is utilized. The present study confirmed a need
for better understanding of primary school age children's receptive
language abilities in relation to their cognitive abilities.

THEORY OF VERBAL cOwnox b.8112!64
BRAM, VE(AYAZA PAiouSKYLRA. PH.D. Urersi olCalfforcia.
Bekaley,1980. 177pp.

The present work offers a Pelailed study of the theory of verbal
cognition lablabodha, and related problems based upon ring Vyurpumxdda
of Gadedharablianichlrys

, From the very beginning of its history, the philosophers of the Nyetxt
School showed a great deal of interest in the theoryf wads and meaning
However, in themodern period of the Midst School, the new. Logicians
(Navo-Naiydyikas)daeloped a very systematie theory of the verbal
statement, lobla, and its understanding, bed& They tried to answer the
questions: "How do words convey mining?" and "What are the steps in
apprehending the meanings from a given statement?" The New Logicians
enabled verbal statements into their meaningful parts such as roots, verbal ,

endings, nominal stem inflectional endings, etc.. and they held that each
part refers to a particular meaning According to them, verbal cognition is

- the apprehension of the semanticlejations between the referents of
individual words.

Nieuph tics. logic and epistemology can be said to constitute the
subject matter of Nava-N.0y, philosophy. Therefore. the New Logicians

7

also occupy a, distinct position in the theory of verbal copinon. for the
theory of verbal cognitive ikaa important aspect of the epistemology of
Navya-N)* a philosophy. Eminent New Logicians such as Olivia.
4agbunitha. Japdai and Gadadhara wrote imponeet boats on
apissenology is general and verbal cognition in Pnilicula lt-..,1114mati

understanding oldie them ofverbal cognition is gouda/ to
understanding of the Nosytr-Ny zo philosophy.

The theory of verbal cognition was utilized in judging the validity of a /'
statement (labda) A verbal statement is valid, proclaim, jf the verbal
cognition, rising from it, is valid and logically intelligible. The theory was so
influential that other philosophical schools of India accepted nes ppuutt of
their system. However, the other schools, liaitiullarlY theGrammkriaas
(Vaiyaketropin) and the Ritualists (Minulnisakas) adopted it with several
modifications and Within a different theorem] framework. -These'
theoretical differences are often the subject of argument and disagreement
is the history of these philosophical traditions. In order to understand
these, we shall discus the theories of verbal cognition accordingto the
p.5110, YAkormla and Mired/main Part L

The verbal cognition of the New Logicians is an analytical
understanding of semantical and epistemological properties such as subject,
object, action etc. The New Logicians analyse the subject , possessor
of the action, the object as the possessor of the effect, and the on as the "'
Ate of the effect. Since the analytical understanding of these if'
the key to the understanding of verbal cognition, we shall provi ,t.

' analysis and definition of these properties in Part IL-
. To substantiate the historical background of the problem of verbal
cognition, we shall give a translation of selected portions of the first two
chapters of the Yympartivado in Plitt M.

The present work addresses primarily students and sdiolars of Navya-
Nyaya Mix and secoodarily those ofIndian philosophy.

A STUDY OF VERB PHRASES IN THE WRITING OF SIXTH
GRADE 'CHILDREN TAUGHT GENERATIVE-
TRANSFORMATIONA1, GRAMMAR COMPARED WITH SIXTH!?
GRADE CHILDREN TAUGHT TAADIT1041.. GRAMMAR

Order No.8122000 ,

BOISVERT, Louts WALTER, Ja , PHA Ball State University, 1981.
127pp Chairperson' Dr. Irma F -Gale

The purpose of this research was to analyze the status of the
English auxiliary systemnn the verb phrases of the writing of a
selected group of sixth grade children to determine whether there
would be measurable differences between the incorporation and
comprehensidn of verb phrase expansions of childrenlaught
generative-transtorrhational theory and those taught traditional
theory.

The research was clesigried to answer four questions relevant to
the effects of the experimental tretarnent on the writing productivity of
the subjects in the study. I collected writing samples from thesubjects
for pre-test and post-test evaluaticin. The first 100 yerb forms
collected from the subjects' pre-test and post-test writing were
analyzed for changes in the sublets' use of expanded verb forms The
purpose of this analysis was to determine if the experilnental subjects
utilized fewer simple verb f orrrynd more expanded verb forms in
their post-test sampling.

The sampling consisted-of fifteen Caucasians and six Blacks In
each group for a total of forty-two subjects The subjects were
students attending the Henry Barnard School which serves as the
laboratory setting for Rhode Island College The groupswere
equalized in terms of I.O. and language achievement. While I
collectecrtheposj-test data, the experimental subjects studied
generative-transformational methods of verb phrase expansions and
the control subjects studied traditional methbds of verb phrase
expansions_

The data were analyzed by means of a two-way factorial analysis
which computed the statistical differences for the experimental
(Black -Caucasian)/contror(B,lack-Caucasian), pre-test. posttest
variables In order to eleterminkstatisticaNy significant differencesfor
the crow, t-scores and }.scares were analyzed. The following
conclusions were drawn from the statistical findings...

Although none of the Statistical summaries were significant at the
05 level, the experimental subjects showed more gains in their use of
expanded verb forms in their post-test writing than the control group
showed. Among the experirnintatsUbjects:who made gains in their
use of expanded verb,lomts, the Black population made thegreatest
gains The most complex verb forms did not elver in ibis post-test'
samplmb of either group. These iwnplex forms seemed to be beyond
the written linguistic productivity of sixth-grade children
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CO.kulJJ*L moo oc TEAcHING VOCASULARY IN "ç

GRADE EI.*Y4 Otdsr No.8128652
Bsau*RD. Esiisn LONG. Eo.O. Soston Univ anity School of

Equcaffon.1. 53MaIOr ProfeOr Dr. Thomas E CuUfl. Jr.

The problem of thIdY was to inveabOsts. (1) dfereflCes in
pre. p and delayed vocibuletY scores at eleventh grade students
abawere exposad to a slx.week orogrlPPOl vocabulary lessons
which pravldSd direct leaching of 240 (pacIfic voésbul&IY words via
con tualanalyes (2) difterenCes in pre, post. and delayed
vocabulary scores of eleventh grade studentswho received the
vocabulary le..O thouQh an aural assistance or SIlent rpading
method for 8vee we$ of he program; (3) differenCes in Review
Test sGoles of aSidents expod to an aural assistance or silent
reading method for each of the Six weeks of the program.
(4) differenceS in total Revipw Te5t scorOs dl students exposed to an
odd or even sequential pattern of aural assistance for weekly
vocabulary lessOns. (5) correlatiOn between measures of spgciflc
vocabulary. readk* pedafmaflCs. listening pedormaflde. addemic
level, InIelgeflCe. id eex () the combined t of esleèted
variables on Total geview VocabularY of studi1WOtved In the',
spenmspt (7) differenCes between total Review Test scores
otained by eleventh grade studentswho received aura) a,slstance
dUriwealsl.0(nimeMv55c0t
studentS receiving aural assistaflC5 dunflg weeks 2.4 and 6 of
exprilflel* (8) dIfferences in pre, post and delayed vocabularY
scores at eleventh grade students over two succeding six-week
pevicds. (9) differenCeS in pre. post agd delayed vbcabulszy scares of
eleventh grade stialents who received an ABA pattern at parallel test
tones aver two succeedNiô six-week periods vs. scores obtained by
students wh9.reCeiVed dMB psem of voçabulatj test forms over
theamepertodoltime. s

me sample for the etudy cnistd of 182 eleventh grade
students, 60 males and 322 femaleS, who attended a large ijbub*fl
public high school: The ryiesn 1.0. qI students in the sample was
106.39 with a standard deviatiortof 10.04 obtained in June o41978.
The study spanned a 4 week period during the mon of FebuSrY
bvough May at 1976. Durinq the *1stweak at *is *idy. students were
sjn'anisisred a aerieof preliat measures, IJv.etd by ilx.week
vocibUl&Y ,elopment progrerfl- Students were s.lHJs$ared a
series of poettesls during the week following the program. Six weeks
alter the completion of poettesting students wes given a delayed
vocabulary measure.

During the six-week vocabulatyprOg. students received 24
lessonS, 4 ons each week. W1'i' provided direct teaching of 240
specific vocabulary wprds via contextual analysis. Oer half of these
words were judged as urifanviiar according to criteria developed by
EicPthOtZ Dais. and O'Rirke.

- Petest measures incbded form of the Cooperativs English
reading ComprehtflslOfl Test, Form BM of the B,own'Cwtsfl
Listening Camp, h.nSl°fl Test, and two parallel forms of a multiple
choiCe Vocabulary Test developed by the author. Postlest meuUrbS
inck,ded alternate forms of the tests hstedabovs. Students also
jceved the pretest VOCabUIalYTad t0rn asa delayed measue.

me major conulusiOms of the study werW (1) prs.posttestiflg of
specific.vocabuIIrY taught during the experiment indiCatOd that
eleventh gradO students realized ssignif.Gant iperea$e in scores-
Differences between pre and delayed voc*rY scoc were also
significant. DifferenCes between post and delayd vocabulary scores
were not signifIcant. (2) Total peciflC vocabulary knpwledga of
epventh grade students acquired through an aural assistance vs.
silent reading method did not differ Signiflfltly. The sequeflciflQ of
aural assistance methods throughout the six weeks of the experiment
appeared to iignficanttY influence postlest scores. (31 Except for
eex. alt correlations of specific vocabulary measures with reading and
most listening measures were positive and slgniflC$flt. Correlations of
all measures of ipecific vocabulary with academiC level and
intelligenCe were siqnificiflt (4) IntelligenCe and Academic Level
wrS two os*tclpaI determinants at variance in total specific
vocibu1lnOwld9 (5) The cdmbd Interaction of methods
(aural vs. silent) with sequence ormethods had a lgniflciflt Influence
on total specific vocabUlWY of eleventh grade students. (6) The"
sequencing of pro. post. and delayed Vocabulary'TeSt forms
influenced *1. non-Inqar trand at icO(S5-

8

A cOMPA1CN OF NORMAL AW
CHILD'S PIOEMANCZ QN FOUR USIS ov
P14ONF1IflC AWAREI'FSS

Order Ns- 81
ajori ocwnir StuiranG. PaD. University ofPjqsF,&A 1980.

179pp. -

The performance o(thuzty-two normaland ddrtrtwo ardoalaXn
laipsired (A-I) thildsen was axnp*redon four tasks of phonnw
awarese auditory anslysis auditory synthesiE visual analysis: and visual

dtheSIs. Queaiocs shout reading and bate eath task was similar to the
reading proceasfoflowed.

ldrá'wereC'lan and bud at lead average intelligence. average
receptive and esprersive language skills and adequate auditory and visual
acuity. Informaiioo about e wbjs handedness. cyadness and readi
skills was aiso obtained. Nose of the A-I childri bud received speech
therapy. Three Mtime1 sub-groups were teded (1) eight black diII&eiI
o(miMle sodo-ermic autos: (2) eightblack children of low soao

oanic backgrounds: and (3) eight white children enrolled in therapy
mild acticulshin p
Use ofa four-way repeated measires ANOVA revealed no SIgniflrnt

'$orar or three way inleractionaantong the research conditiocs, however, the
two way interactions ofmodex task and modex group readied

jfrmnct Further, the main effects c(task and mode were signiffcant.
ceses to the queatioos about reading were assigned to one of eit

cetaodgs rannin from non-meaningfiul to mningfliL Analysis of these
PerspC tndPta4 t jn geperal the phonemic awareness tasks were
petived to be new and in over half o(the responses were dribed as
difbrenPfrom reading. The UI*IILYOCthe rem pvc vague or
irrelevant respomes when asked to deffeereading.

Use otmulsiple neau reveiled t the mean number of ccrre
responses earned by the readers were atisticafly higher than those of the
noc-readers no the auditory ai . . £

The 2inibnioo afihe eight high sourer no the auditory analysis a
auditory syntheses lash the total group of sixty-four childrenwas
SIgniflntly higher den the distrlbadnonficares of aiy of the sub-groups.
However. when the eight lowestscores obtained by ds major group were
compared to those esfned by the children in each sub-group, the
disirlbutica of scores of the black children of middle income was
gniJnt1y higher no the auditorjtasks: and the A-I children receiving

theápy hada cigninUy higher dirlbuion of scores on the auditory
analysis and visal synthesis tasks The children enrolled in therapy had a
significantly higher diasibulbno ofscores on the auditory analysis and
visual syuthis aks than the eight lowid trcs of the A-I subgects n

therapy.
aui-squ& teas did nor reveal any slgnifltnt difference for the normal

and A-I subjects on individual itenas o each of the tasks
Correlations wee uniformly low between the tasks
The nasct rzndutions were as foLlows'. (1) Quildren with normal

articulation skills perform vignibcantly better than A-I children on tasks
presented vii the auditory mode. (2) Performance on tasks of phonemic
zwarenme does not vary asa function of gender. (3) On tasks of phonemic
awarenea. the 1 mode appears to be significantly easier than the
tuditoty. tegardlea of whether the task involves analysis or synthesis.
(4) Analysis tasks are easier ttian synthesis tasks, with the difference

ween tasks more pronounced un the auditory mode. (5) Four-ye*r-olds
perceive tasksd(phoomiic awareness as unrelated to their preschool
acthbues and are me apt to report similarity betwn visual tasks and
reading than between auditory tasks and reading. Four-year-aids who cen
provide a mainingful definition generally portray reading ass decoding
process (6) Regardlessof mode of presentation, tasks which involve
catching iuA are easier than those which requue the derecoon of a

ith between nimuli (7) As defined in the pant udy auditory
analysigaudltcry synthesis, visual analysis and visua1''nthems operate as

THE EFFICACY O LETTER CLOZE AS A PERCEPTUAL
ORGANIZING TECHNIQUE . Order No.8127244
CNAPwei.t, Houscs S*zow, EnD.

UnIv.rsltyol Arkansas, 1981. l90pp.
Major Professor frvin L. Ramsey

Purpose. The purpose of thisstudy was to investigate the efficacyof letter doze as a technique for organizing the perception of worøa.The following questions were constdered: (1) Is letter doze aviable teaching technique for elementary school student? (2) Willthqre be a signifIcant difference in learning, utilizing letter doze.between second graders, fourth graders, and surth graders? (3) Willthen be a significant diflerene in Idarning, utilizing letter doze,between sludents' ability grouped a,abovsvscage, average. asdbelow avenge? (4) WIll tt be a a%nlftcanl differenc. in learning,utilizing letter doze, between boysand girls?
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Procedure and Design. The data werePeollectedrom one hundred
forty-one students, grades two, four, and six, attending a northwest
Arkansas public school during the Spring of 1980.

Experimental students, (N * 88), received letter doze exercises
for four days. The control students, (N a 73), received word lists to
study.

The variably evaluation. pretest, posttest and gain were
compared utilizing the Hest for independent means.

Findings. The major findings of the study were these: (1)
was no significant difference in learning, as measured by pretest and
posttest scores; for the total population of the study. (2) For the

Jexperimental group there was no significant deference in teeming, es
measured by pretest cod Matteotti:ores, between!the sixth 6.
fourth grade, and Second grade. (3) For the control group
significant difference in learning, as measured by pretelst and
scores, between the second and fourth grades and between the
second sixth grades but no significant difference between the
fourth and sixth grade. (4) For the expenrpental group there
was a iffcant difference In learning, as measured by pretest and

scores, between students grouped as above average;
and below average. (5) For the control group there was a

significant difference in leaming,"es measured by pretest ruldgosttest
scores, between students grouped below sewerage and average and
between students grouped below average and above average but no
eignificint difference between students grouped average and above
average. (6) For the experimental group there was no significant ,
difference in learning, as measured by pretest and posttest scores,
between girls and boys. (7) For the control group there was a
significant difference in learning, as measured by presto& and pcettest
scores, between girls and boys with the girls learning significantly
more than the boys.

Conclusiont. It wasgoncluded that the letter doze technique was
as effective as, but notThore effective than, those methods utilized by
the control students.

j
THE RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN A UpITORY PROCESSING,
ORAL LA14GUAGt AND READING IN A GROUP OF THIRD -
GRADE CHILDREN Order No.8127571
COLIMAN, GEOM.-IVA nom, PH.D. University of Illinois at Urbana-
Champaign, 1981 119pp. -

The present investigation was concerned with examining the
relationships and differences among the following factors in 25 good
and 25 pooreaders in the third grade: oral language as indicated by
analysis of language samples using Developmental Sentence Scoring
procedures, and auditory processing as indicated by the Flowers-
Costello Tests of Central Auditory Abilities.

The subjects were 50 normal children, ages 8:0 to 8;9, Who
attended an elementary school in ChampaignUrbana or Sp nburg,
South Carolina. Each subject was cheacterized by the foil wing
criteria: (a) had hearing within normal limits, (b) received eptive
vocabulary scores betWeen 90 and 116 on the Peabody Pic re
Vocabulary,,Test (PPVT); (c) ere identified and grouped and
poor readers on the basis of their performance on the Stand d
Diagnostic Reading Test; and (d) demonstrated sufficient visual

. capabilities by passing the practice items on the reading test and
picture vocabulary. Children were tested individually and those
who met the abovet nteria were then administered two tests used for
comparing their performance. Lee's (1974) Developmental Sentence
Scoring (DSS) procedures, and the Flowers-Costello Tests of Central
Auditory Abilities The data were then subjected to statistical analyses
employing the Pearson Product-Moment Correlation Coefficient
procedure to investigate relationships. and Hest analyses to
investigate differences

The Pearson Product-Moment Correlation Coefficient analysis
resulted in correlations that indicated no significant relationship was
shown between the children's oral language scores and the Flowers-

Costello Tests of Central Auditory Milan's Results of t-lest analysis
revealed that the two feeding groups were significantlystifferent on
the DU procedures, but not on the test of auditory processing.

When the children's PPVT scores were correlated with the reading
scores, a significant relationship was found for the total sample, but
not for either of the two sub-groups, the good and poor readers.
Results also revealed. (a) a significant difference.betwefn good and

on-----0135r111110fraperformince the PPVT. (b) no significant
relationship was shown between PPVT scores and oral language
scores for the total group or the two sub-groups, and (c) no

significant relationship was revealed between the total group or the
two sub-groups' performance on the PPVT and on the Flowers-
Costello Tests of Central Auditory Abilities.

The data obtained in the present study 'nem to suggest for future
research the following concerns: (a) development of a better
theoretical model of auditory processirt and (b).utagation of a
measure that better evaluates several other aspects of &udder),
processing.

THE DEVELOPMENT OFA FRlakBASED
LITERACY/CONSCIEN11ZATION PROGRAM FOR LOW-
LITERATE WOME iN PRLSON Order No. 8112793

CRAIG, GILIJAN MARY, PH.D.,,t Pennsylvania Sane University, 1981
326pp. Adviser.. Mar). M. Dup

?Rhurpose of this study was to develop an educational program
designed specifically for a group of women in a state prison. The program,
used as its model that of Paulo Freire, the Brazilian educator-philosopher
who developed for illiterate peasantsor bra program that dealt
with the technical skills of reading and writing. In addition. the Programworked with the people, not for them, for the development of
conscienlization, kword which Freire uses to describe the step beyond
consciousness raising into action. This is a pedagogy which empowers the
learners to be active parncipants in their lives, to as out of a critical
consciousness, able to think and responsible to act For Freue the opposite
to a critical consciousness is a magic one, the state in which one passively
accepts the things that happen.

The hteracy/conscientizanon program was designed for a group of 24
women in Huron Valley Women's Facility. Michigan, reading at or below
Grade 6 level according to institutionally administered standardized tests.
Freire and his workers spent up to six months to discover the concerns and
interests of the annpesinos, and also their language. Given the restrictions
of a prison setting. thi,s was not possible. Instead the decision was made to
utilize a semi-structured interview format to develop an understanding of
the women_ In order to developaa interview that would speak to at least
some of the concerns of incarcerated women, the hteranire on women in

women who will be branded on ease ex-offenden and the Bqailian
confinement was reviewedreviewe A

rel
between the outlook of poor

peasants for which Freire initially developed his program, in that both
groups are marginated from participation in the larger society.

As far as possible given institutional parameters, the atmosphere
'maintained during the interviews was nonjudgmental and the women were
asked to share their feelings *s well as demographic data. From these tape-

.4% recorded interviews, 11 themes werAelectedas those which arose most
frequently and with emotional content for this group. They were

. (1) children. (2) self-image, (3) violence, (4) reactions to prison.
(5) mother/daughter relationship, (6) responsibility, (7) problems as an
a-offender, (8) education. (9) friendship, (10) homosexual relationships,
and (11) race. Using the Freire model described in Education fora Critical
Consciousness (1974). these were deemed the generative themes for these
women.

The final stage in the model as Freire outlines it is the development of
codifications, the images to be used to draw the women into discussion
initially about a reality other than their own and then into their own. From
these 'discussions the women might learn that others share their concerns
and from this draw forth the strength to move beyond. The two principal
codifications suggested in the agenda were for colored girls who have
considered suicide when the rainbow is and by Iskozaki Shange and
"Prisoner Cellbock "H" (Grundy Television). A list of additional resouron
for codifications comprising films, records, television programs,
photographs, fiction and nonfiction, aid poetry win included. too.

THE EFFECZ OF DIFFERENTIAL FEATURE TRAINING ON THE
USE OF GRAPHIC CUES IN CONNECTED DISCOURSE AND
ON WORD RECOGNITION IN LISTS AMONG IMPULSIVE AND
NONIMPULSIVE FIRST GRADERS Order No. 8123883
CULLENBENDER, PATRICIA ANN, PH D. Syracuse University, 1981.

eNyOIDP.

Biemiller, in an examination of oral reading errors (1970, 1971),
found that the rapidly progressing children in the first grades he
studied were, by the middle of the year, demonstrating reading
behavior that was characterized by errors wi\ich reflected use of
graphic cues Poorer readers in the middle of first grade

9
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demonstrated brat reading errors where conteXtUel urea dominated.
Attention to graphic features seemed to separate the most from the
least successful firsttgrade readers (Barr. 1975b; &emitter, 1970,
Clay, 1987).

A,large body of research suggests that children are less accurate
in their visual matching response-in a result 0t-individual variation on
the cognitive dimension known as conceptual tempo (Kagan, 1964,
Zelniker and Jeffrey, 1976). Correlational investigations reveal that
those children classified asImpulsive on a measure of conceptual
tempo perform less well on school-related tasks,than do.children
characterized as reflective. Zeiniker and Oppenheimer (1973) found
that a tramingprocedtire which required subjects tonote the features

;Mich differentiate one stimulus from another facilitated performance
on a discrimination task and modified impulsivity. The present study
was conducted to determine if middleofthe-year first grade context,
users' attention to features which differentiate one graphic stimulus
from anothemould: (1) increase use of graphic cues within
connected discourse, (2) improve accuracy in recognizing words out

of context, (3) modify the conceptual tempo of context users
characterized as impulsive.

To identify those children whose predominant strategywas
context cueing, oral reading passages were administered Trained
examiners wrote down any llevialion from the text as the subject read
Errors were classified as to tyw, using the criteria for classification of
oral reading errors outlined byaiemiller (1970, 1971). Context users
were then identified as displaying either an impulsive or nonimpulsive
conceptual tempo by their latency and error scores on the Matching
Familiar Figures test (MFF) (Kagan, 1963). A table of random numbers
was used to assign impulsives, first, then nonimpulsives to either a
treatment or control condition. The subjects in'thE treatment group
received training (following Zelnil%er rid Oppenheimer, 1973) for
thirty minutes a day over a twenty-day period. The control subjects
had children's stones read to them Statistical comparisons were forsixteen subjects in the treatment group, fourteen subjects in thecontrol group. algae

Each of the research hypotheses
posed was tested using arepeated measures ANOVA. Thestatistical model was foronebetween subjects and one within-subject factor. The between-

subjects factor had t4o levelscorresponding to the two grouns,treatment and control. The within-subjectfactor represented (he timeof testing trims 1, The 2) associated with each of the followingmeasures: word recognition strategy {the Biemiller weighted score),word recognition accuracy (the Wide Range Achievement Test), andconceptual tempo (the Matching Familiar Figures test).
Within the context of the limitations of this study, findings andconclusions are as follows: (1) The paining conditions did notpromote reliance on graphic cue use beyond that which results fromdaily classroom-instruction or maturation. Biemiller's suggestion thatremoving context cues from first graders whose word recognitionstrategy is predominantly contextual cueing, and training thosesu4itts to foous on graphicfeatures would result in an increase ingr cue use when reading connected discourse, was not-supported by the present results. (2) Performance on the word
:29hittorl measure was significantly higher for treatment subjects
fru confrol subjects. This finding lends support to the view thateravrii% a subject's attention to visual details that differentiatestimulus from another would increase word recognitionaccura y(Gibson, 1969). (3) Training did not significantly modify impu tyImplications and suggestionslor further h were presented.

VERBAL PLURALITY AND ASPECT Ordor No. 8124052
CUSIC;DA YID DOWELLXN.D. Stanford Un , 1981. 395pp.

The purpose of this study is to sho that multiple events,
incomplete and complete action, uration are all facets of a .
single general system of expressingoriantitative relationships in the
ddrnain of action, and that aspect, tense, nominal plurality and event
structures are all component' of this same system. . . .

-The study first explores somrof the basic concepts of tense and
aspect, restating themin terms of quantity andplurality. It delfelops a
notion of boundednees to relate themass/count distinction In noun

Ibland on the boundedness of events, and that plurality of

phrases t verbal concepts and time reference, showing that aspect

eventsinvolves unboundedness at the phase, event or occasion
Ilrfeia in a situation. /

The study then offers evidence, from a large sample of languages,
\of the broad mime of plural meanings involved in event plurality and
develops a four-fold classification of the conceptual domain of verbal
plurality. The way plurality in subject and object noun phrases is,

implied by verbal plurality supports the claim that there are different '

,

basic grammatical okucturoa Corresponding to events in transitive\
and intransitive clauses, but rest transitivity is egradienttroperty,
related to emotivity, which is affected by massness, plurality and
agentivity in subject and object noun phrases.

The ramifications of this view of event plurality are then explored in
detailed descriptive studies of several languages: Diegueno, Pomo,
Moru-Madi, Klamath, and Efiglish. -These studies show that singulanty
and multiplicity of phases, events and occasions are more useful
analytical concepts than the usual perfective/imperfectiveand
durative/non-dur alive categonesvf aspect. The study of English,pays

AGAIN; plurality in the Vendler verb phrase classification; the
narticulaervaltt

ieion

to adverbial Impressions of event plurality such as

Progressive; and the temporal connectives WHEN, WHILE and AS.
The language studies demonstrate thatj (a) mass-quantifying

devices pluralize events internally; (b) cgent-quantlfying devices
. pluralize events and occasions exteniairc) noun phrase plurality is

part of event plurality; (d) nobs) phrases belong to a basic event unit
which depends on the degree of transitivity and source- or goal- -
orientation; (e) durativity is a by-product of event plurality;
(f) boundedriese or Unboundedness of events is a crucial element in
the ordering of events by tense and aspect

The results obtained from this study are particularly relevant to the
investigation of language universals in the areas of plurality and time
reference, and will also be of use in the development of a semantics
for plurality and aspect in individual languages.

ON THE EVOLUTION OF BRAIN LATERALIZATION AND ITS
IMPLICATIONS FOR LatIGUAGE Order No. 8124876
Dusair-Harns, JANET CECILE, PH.D. Northwestern University, 1981.
372pp..

Thiviissertation reviews the literature on the evolution of brain
lateralization for speech and language. Theinvestigation of functional
and structural Wain lateralization lends special insight into how and
why humans evolved the capacity for language, and how this,
condition corresponds to that found in non-human species. The
present -day manifestation of brain lateralization was discussed. The
evolutionary and -tic relationship between the two major fields offunctional la izations handedness and cogratvedominance. Was
conside = = he underlying struchtral mechanismsand the
devel tal basis of brain lateralization were also Investigated

Results indicate that though human brain laterafization is a
species - specific adaptation,-4 is best viewed on a phylogenetic
continuum the embellishments occurred upon an earlier-established
plan. Bilateral symmetry, as well as asymmetry, plays an important
foie in an animal's spatial orientation within its Umwelt. Increasing
complexity in the "perceived" world is accompanied by the evolution
of greater complexity of the neural mechanisms for Ctrienting in it. In
nod- human primates, this spatial orienting function has extended into
a social sphere, as an adaptation to increitied complexity in Umwelt,
inclU-Chng in the Mechanisms from the processing of auditory
communication signals The pattern is further embellished in humans.
who live in a highly complex and unpredictable Umwelt Brain
asymmetry serves a number of adaptive functions, including in spatial

g
orientation, in increasing the efficiencl atfcorUcal activity, through a
central-control mechanism, in "doublinthe power of the brain, by
eliminating unnecessary redundancy of action, increasing the
problemsolving techniques, and doubling the memory storage . -
capabilities of thetemispheres Brain asymmetry may also be
important for symbolization. which is pivotal for language Also noted.
is the great need for more research, especially on the physical
mechanisms underlying functional asymmetry, and as to its
ontogenetic basis Crossspectes and cross-cultural studies are
particularly encouraged

a

STRUCTURE BUiLDENG OP T1ONS AND WORN ORDER
Order No. 8117994

Ftrx. MICHAEL Lofts, PH D University of Massachusetts. T981 142pp
Direct Professor Barbara HAI Partee. -

Onef the goals of linguistic theory is to discover generalizauops about
the syntax and semantics of natural languages. and to construct theories of
human cognitive capacity and deyelopment that explain these
generalizations Each statement about a language is theory-laden. that is,
the characterizations of a possible generalization are.deterrnined by a
J.heory (regardless of whetheror not teis explicit) about the nature of
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human language Further, statements about a parucular language carry
varying degrees of theoretical convmunent* Compare the statements in (1)
and (2):

(1) The basic word order in English is such that the object noun phrase-
follows the erb, while In.Hopi. the object noun phrase precedes the verb

(2) English has a rule to expand the VP node which has as a special
case: VP -. NP: whereas the corresponding rule in Hopi has as a special
case: VP NP V
Though, in,a sense, the method for checking both (1) and (2) is the same
(2) presupposes a claim that (1) does not. the incorporation of context-free
phrase structures rules (PS rules) will lead to a revealing theory about how
humans acquire the languages they do.

However, if PS grammars are adopted is a component of the
representation of the knowledge (or belief system) humans acquire in this
domain, as was a natural assumption in the early days of generative
grammar, we require some theory about these rules from which

%generalizations stated in terms of them follow
at For examplg, alongside (1) and (2) consider (3) and (4):," (3) English is a prepositional language: Hopi is postposmonal ,

(4) E.nghsh has (a subcase of) a rule: PP v P NP; for Hopi: PP NPP.
As Greenberg (1963) noticed, staternehtslike Wand (3)are not unrelated.
In fact, with much greater frequency than chance, (5) and (6) hold:

(5) If a language has VO order, it will be prepositional
(6) If a language has OV order, it will be postpositional.
in Montague grammar, there has been little attempt to account for such

generalizations. This dissertation proposes a theory of syntax which shares
sorneiof the features of Montague's work,yet attempts to give a principled

4expldation of low-level generalizations. The first two chapters are an g
introduction to the theory. Montague's methodology of stating a tight
connection between the syntax and semantics is embraced and scope of his
technical apparatus is borrowed. Some ays in which the thtory differs
from common practice in Montague are in (7)

(7) Phrase structure rules are nurely:-
Given category assignments to lexical items, hierarchical organization of

phrases is defined universally
For languages with strict 'worchirder, left-to-rightpr dering of

constituents of phrayes specified by a language- parucularword order
convention, which by its very nature is cross categonal.

Chapters three and four extend and elaborate on the proposal in the
first two chapters A "wrap" convention is introducedfor discontinuous
constituents, as are category changing and relating rules which account for
notninalizations and the double role played by adjectivesin English. In the
fifth and final chapter. word prcter conventions for otherianguages (Hopi
among them) are adduced,,and the first steps toward a theory of ordering
conventions are taken. .

The goal of the dissertation is to offer support for the view that while (1)
and (3) are generalizations about the languages in question, (2) and (4) are
not. Thus the focus of interest shifts away from a theory which explains
how children acquire a set of PS rules to one which must explain how they
acquire word order *mentions.

INDIYIDUM. DIFFERENCES IN ACQUISITION AND USE OF
ENGLISH DiiiIVATIONAL MORPHOLOGY Order No. 8127021
FlitVD,PAMELA PARKER, PH.D. Waverly et Pennsylvania, 1981.
206ipp. Supervisor: Pr. Ula Gleitnian

Clasen:pm observation together with evidence from the literature
indicated that knowledge and use of English derivationarmorphotogy
might be possible factors of differences in reading:residaTlulary
ability in school - children. Several experiments are

Knowledge of endings was tested in a production task in which
suldectein grades three to eight were asked to supply resiendings to r
novel bases in it contextual situation. Resultsindicated that frequency
arid variety ci derivational endings increased with age, although there
was much individual variation. Productive use of derivational endjngs .

/v. appeared to begin at fourth-grade, although younger children were
4 dpenied to change lexical category using zero derivation or

compounding. The finit morphologitaNy complex wails to be used in 4
a derivational function tended to beaten %which also lied syntactic
UM. -

deflAvatZet alearineeres designed to see if knowledgegi
retallens is a Iseterdistinguishing top and average

learners lest Morning 1110-greilers with average teerni
eighth-graders. -associatalearning task using no

with derived endings indicated theitne fast fifth- graders rel
wefivatbnai knowledge, but the aver* eif$0,, -graders did not A

vpiebuiery test invhich derived and simple words were matched bn
the basis ci frequency showed the Nth-graders as better word
learners tit generekbut differerMidly better withINfysd words. A

'training experiment with eighth-graderswas, hopeful but inconclusi,
that speelfietrening in derivational endings would increase
vocabulary ability.

', A lexical decision experiment using wordssegmented to influence
the-way they were retrieved was designed to examine whether use of
derivational relations was a factor distinguishingbetter readers from
average readers. The results showed thataverage students appeared
to use morphological analysis in word recognition but top readers did
not. This was attributed to the fact that top readers were peobably
better users of spelling -sound rules for word recognition. Because
results were obtained only with word boundary items arid not with
morpheme boundary items, acquisition in the sense of lexical storage
and retrieval is thoughtto be on a principled basis.

ae

A DEVEI4OPMENTAL STUDY OF RECOGNITION SPAN, o.

PAFiAFOVEAL WORD RECOGNITION, AND ORTHOgRAPHIC
KNOWLEDGE " 0 rdejNo. 8125482
GELATT.ROSENTA KAPLAN, Eo.D. Harvard University, 1981. 1 f5pp.

brief
.. .During fluent reading-tip eyes of the reader make a series of ri

left-to-right movements across a line of print The op after each
movement making a pause called a fixation. The ler the elan of
information that a reader can perceiviand compr during each
fixation, the fewer the number of fixations required to read a tine of
print. Proficient readers have large sPans, and to develop 'mein may
take as, many as tvielve school grades

This study investigates development of the recognition span, or
average span of infonnatiori perceived between consecutive fixations,
in relation to two factors hypothesized to be important to the span's
growth: Parafoveat word recognition and orthographic knowledge.
Panic/veal word recognition refers to the ataitity to recognize words in
the parefoves, the region to the left or right ci the fovea, tee small
central region of clear vision. Orthographic knowledge refers to a
reader's understanding of thti letter combinations and sequences
permissible in English words. . 4'

Measurements were made of the recognition spans of skilled and
less skilled third graders and fifth graders and skilled eleventh
graders. Performance write recognition span task was compared
with'perforrnance on a Parafoveal word recognition task and an
orthographic knowledge task. f'

For the recognition sparitask students reed a short passage while
a television camera recorded their filations. (Spans were the number
of words in the text divided by the total numberof fixations.) For thq
parafoveal word recognition task, students identified highfrequency .
words presented at central fixation and at two locations each to the
left and rigM of center. Percentage of wordscorrectly identified at
each Onteentation location was'determinad. For the orthographic
knowledge task reader' identified letter airings with fourth-order
approximations to English (highly predictable sequences) and zero-
order approximations (unrelated letters)presented at central fixation.
Individual presentation times for fourth-order strings arid percent
correct on the zero-orderr strings were determined. ,

As hypothesized, mean recognition span increased signifitantly .
with grade. Third graders' spans were less than one word per fixation,
virth graders' spiins we approximately one word per fixation, and
eleventh graders' spans were greater than one word per fixation.
Spans of skilled readers were signifkantly greater than ttfbse of less .

skilled readers. The profiles of less skilled third graders were
characterized by a high number of regressions andthese persisted in
the'proflles of less skilled fifth graders.

Parafoveal word recognition shbved a significant inc with
grade and reading ability. A sigr.ificaot interaction betweenNpade and
reading ability was attributed to scores on words presented to the left,.,
of central fixation. For all' grades afidOescling atylities, right parafoveal
word recognition. skit was to left. Comparisons of *kilted arid
less skilled reagers euggeaNd that during third grade, parafoveal
word recognition skills dwelt" inoth the right and left Paid areas,

in fifth grade development proceeds primarily inn me min par/coves, .

and bi eleventh grade improvement again occurs in the left parafovea
For the orthographic knowledge task, presentation time

significantly decreased with grade and reading ability. Both effects '
were attributable to the long presentation times of less skilled third
graders. The results suggested that orthographic knowledge and its ,

iralluence on single-syllable word recognition are fully developed by .
the third grade. A significant income with grade on the Fero -order .-
strings ouggested that improveAnt in.letterrecognitioNindependent
of word structure continues to Improve until at least tdakieventh

. grade. .
The hypothesis that paratomet word recognition and orthographic , ,

knowledge are important factors in the devglopment of the
recognition span was confirmed.
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CHILDRLNI HLMOROL'S LANGUAGE: -A CUIRICLIUM FOR
EIEVIEWPING MASTERY OF %TIMM. SILMS Order No. 8115517

FOR.

Caws, LAMA STALLSuN this9N, Eri.D. New (York Univers:0,1981.
304pp. Chairperson: Professor Fiances Minor

The-purposes of this project am as follows: (1) .zo investatne and
define relationships among aspects of the elementary child's language
development the enure of word souncl,and meanings and children's
humorous verbal play, and (2) to construct curricula guidelines for teachers
of fie to eleven gar olds for elicit* 'enrage play in the

Procedures are described below. First, the writer reviewed of
humor and langliage and the ontogenetic development of each as they are
maimed is elementary youngster's hupiorous language. This was

(As
accomglished through an interdisciplinary search of material drawn from
psycholOgy, linguistics, literary criticism and education. Thetheoretical

r material provided evidence of genera) patterns of ap'preamon of humorous
language in the 5-11 age range. Humor as incongruity is appreciated by the
younger ages (5-7's) in presentations of perceptual or experiential
inconsistencies. These examples may be %*ally represented (elephants on
roller skates) or linguistically reprs. --vted/(Dogi meow/ And cats bow-
wow). Also these,ages appreciate veAil productions which have discernible
patterns of sound (nursery rhymes, chants, etc.). The appreciation of
incongruities in the later years (8-11's) expands to include the violation of

relations. In their verbal plait, these ages turn their attention-to a
scrutiny of linguistic structures which permit the sante phonetic sequence to
allow rot multiple interpretations. Basically, they explore instances of
bomophibny (What is black and white and red/read all over? A newspaper)
and polyserny (What has an eye but cannot see? A needle, potato, etc.)j Secondly, the providing of opportunities fof play in elementary
classrooms permit an exploration of verbal play from two additional
perspective-c (1) a comparisidi of data derived from the theoretical

. material with data gathered in classroom settings and (2) the analysis of
Ways in which classroom methods and structures can be utilized in
explorations of verbal play.43asically, youngsters in the 6-11 age range were
offered two types of opportunities for play: (1) Play with ambiguities
derived from homophonic and polysemous structures in language, Le.,
literal interpretation of figurative expressions, and (2) play with the
creatipn of parodies through Mgatnspoottion of labels/tiles of products.
TV shows, books, ie., "Eveready Battenss" transposed to "Neseready
Batteries." The children's responses to each type of play were evaluated in

' terms of adequacy of play and subjected to quantitative as well as
qualitative analysis. The younger and older children exhibited marked
differences in their responses to the creation of ekamples of these types of
piay.tenerally, the 8-11 year olds created adequate examples while the 6-
7's were only able to "appreciate" these types of play ai than to create
examples in response to these optptoignities. On the whol these findings
substituted the data gathered in eormical review. _

Finally, the writer constructed a set of curricula guidelines for aiding
teaclters.in integrating appropnate %erbal play opportunities into their
language programs Because, in fact, the guidelines are meant w help
teachers &leap their own problems, their strength derives in large part
from their jurtapositionto the thepretical and research descnptionS of the
nature of word symbols and the stages of humor apprecia n and language
deNelimikent in the elementary ages. An undastan these areas u ,
what will ipake it possible for teachers to e 'opportunities for ,

play in the guidelines in ways which are best suited to the character of their
particular doikgroups.

-

1 STUDY 13), INTERACTION TECHNIQUES TO FACILITATE
LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT AMONG PRE-SCHOOL CHILDREN

Order tio. 81 26507
HAF, JAMEiJOSEP)4, PH.D. Michigan State University,1881. 169pp.

Langulige opmerit and competence in language usage Is a
critical dintenliqn early childhood competence. Although many
early childhood pr ms incorporate language development
=Moments, much research reports either the results of
didactic, pattern drill 19 language developtgeattechniques, or
the more casual, unddcumenteg approach to language development
of whole-child programs. None ld the prOgrarps. reviewed for this
study seemed as effective ap they might be. Y --t,

The purpose of this investigation was to 'compare the effects of two
Oscine adultchild interaction patterns in small group settings. For

. purposed of this research, a Language Interaction Model was
developid, presented and tested.

Audit Tapes arid Observational Data.were collected over a five
week period. Subjects were 24 three to three and ope half year old

' children attending a day carelacility in e lower socio-economic'
neighborhood randomly selected to be in one of two grouping

,4
--/

conditions: those exdotted to language interaction techniques and
those exposed to more traditional Techniques. The program consisted
of "halt houisessionsf our days each week far five weeks

, There were three Categories of dependent varieties. Child
Language Type consisting of the number of children initiated
communications, the number of-responses for the complexity or ese
communications.

Child Language Style consisting of the number of direct or g
interaction types of cornnjunicatioro used by the subjects.

,Child Affective Variables consisting of measures on variables
defined es enthusiastic, happy, unhappy, and negative.affective
display. -

Significant differences were expected on thelollowing (1) More
unsolicited Initiations and Complex Initiations by treatment subjects
than by control subjects. (2) More use of-interaction types of 4
language (i.e., reflections, interpretations, new ideas/uses, etc.) by
treatment subjects than by control subjects.(3) More displays of. positive affect by treatment subjects than by control subjects.
(4) More Language Interaction techniques used by adults in the
treatment groups than in the control groups.

A OneWay Analysis of Variance was used to test the
Observational and Audio Tape data Several significant findings
surfaced in this investiganorr

First, treatment subjects planned more communications and these .
communications were more complex than communications by control
subjects. This was a major firming in the study since it was considered
important to create an environment wherethildren were free to
initiate communications with adults and other children in the group.

Second, qontrol subjects used more-responses and complex
responses'than treatment subjects.

Third, treatment subjects had significantly longer statements than
control subjects and openly expressed themselves in the small
groups.

Fourth, treatment subjects showed more enthusiasm than control
subjects because of the more relaxed atmosphere created.

Rah, treatment group subjects received higher ratings on the
Group Interaction Schedule measuring the amount of interaction wiih
the EON and other children.

Th4 evidence here strongly suggests that adults can create an
atmosphere in which communication can easily take place and that
this communication can influence positive growth in language
-deveidoment Although some variables were examined that did not
show significance, enough evidence exists to warrant further
inve5tigatioh.

:4

A STRUCTURAL COMPARISON OF ORAL AND WitiTTE
EXPOSITORY GENRE Order No. 8114682 .

HEW!, JUNE IES, PH.D. Stare University ofNew York at Beak, 1981.
261pp.

The purpose of the research is to di over and to structurally compare
the underlying.semanuc complexity of oral and written expository genre.

.PartI of the dissertation presents the research desigd. The two-part
Preliminary IRtestiganbn sought (1) to classify the varieties found in the
ever) day language used by representaw e,college Freihman and the
language varieties found in college rhetoric texts, grammar handbooks, and
literature anthologies and (2) in these varietiento disco% er the presence of
ortexpository sense while confirming the presence of written expository
genre Expository genre is defined as expression that informs, explains
relations between concepts, deselops an idea. makes a point. The three-pan
MINIFY Investigation sought (WI) classify the language varieties found in
a spontaneous. naturally occurring cmnersation and to subject the textsto
Predict** ttPre8.(2) to dimity the language varieties found is
=dikes', rsprolestathe expository Freshman compoeitico papers and to
subject the tab to predication typing and (3) to compere oral and written'

the sen ces of a text using a preselected list of predication types and ,

profiles. Paedication typing *quirts the paraphrasing of

g sdiektata. the latter generally chatacterizeti by the form "A is
in some way a function of B." The profiles, or semantic schemata, elm
result are tategorited and analyzed to reveal the underlying semantic
complexity of the discourse:

. Part II of the dissertation presents the analysis of the data. The
Preliminary Investilation identified four everyday language varieties
(intimate,cmual, consultative, formal) with expository genre operative In
cup rand billege-text language varieties (formal, frozen) with expository
genre euativa in both. The Primary Investigation identifed one

oral conversation Waage variety (intimate)and one
coMPcgdot hadislevariett (forma): expository genre is

operative inboth varieties. The prediCation type Profiles were.clastified

7-
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U$UI$ ImWf$L(]) * I t ipI)C$fl& In $ Their reiomesthowe4thatthniOoeine categ'y *151 exis itt morepro6s. (2) the exio1ao. . ( the extac(slling. and yoijtioii Ie,CI-O(CViOomUL A similar experiment, stud>ing the(4) the expm of tan.tim and ombedding The a1e6s. in Japanaa rnvcived the uuini4 of Japanese Si to respond

ore omipIex, 1rdiicai system Of tt1titNliOfl, einbe4i& iitd
.. . emibioas of tnn vrnatioirandembedditig Is exhibiiedthe written

positively to words with the [us] aflophooes, and then exposing them to the
Lt) aflcphone They also exhibited phoneme-like be&Ior. Diffetences in* . text than exhibited by the oral text behvi among indiidua1 Sa and between English and Japanese Ss e

Pail UI of the dinenaôon ptenis the aibuted to di5erences in basic leveWand sound- vs. speuig-onented
nosed above, the evetyday language varieties O(pIil a,Zlege FrMhman -makiig azegies. Derences itrreacbOflUnIe behavior ares
direr from those varieties found in repr.etttItive oullege texts. and the
vjety of language found in the spontaneous oral conversation diffem

analyz&din semedettiL
Qiapte 4 presents several experiments. performed with SCF desigâ

athe Q1flet foundm rapr-Fihmin compositions. 1 using verbal responses. In Experient 4. ngIich'Ss were again tested on
differences areexaixtined from a eociohnguistic and pedagogic perspective. /j, a exbjbite4 essentially the same btha'i& abefOte.- They were alsoThi companson profiles Un6er5TS the. trained toforat.the category words beginning with conSon)nt cltisters'
vgnifrul difference in the unforlylag semantic canplexity of the0 their rejeaions of theaffricates [tJ and [dl] showed that these are

Wflflefl tais.implicaiiocirand/or apphcatins of these findings for 'considered to be-unitary segments. In ExperimentS, Ss.Were tested on their1UZ of Ccmpoition are explored briefly. - kno,Iedge of English vowel shift *1ternatiis. Their responses did not
sopport the psydiologimi reality of the set of alternations designated by

& Hale's Vowel hift Rule, but did tthe psychological
reality of the set desigoared by orthography. In Experiment 6. Ss formeI1 OIL4TIOI%
categories based on the phonetic features [antenorj, [s000rant]. and [voice].

TRASFORMAnONS U% THE EML1SH VERB PHIICSE and were presena with the ambiguous test segments [w]. [hI, and wor4-
Or4erZ'.o. 8115302

.

nitiai lb. d, g/ respectively. Their responses indidted that some phonetic
Ii6WibA. CW4 WAib. PaD. The Un!r yofConnecUcaz 1980. . features have psychological reality: stncturally they are dimensional raher

than binary; and the tegorization of some segments4n terms of these144pp -

features is psychologically ambiguous. -a'Th thesis is an investigation of phrse struure rules, In Chapter 5. the conclusion drawn that the CF experimental design
sobrategosizsxicm, and transformations in the Eng)ish verb phrase. Chapter is highly spprpriase for testing linguistic queroons. and it is argued that a

1 is an introduction in which n outline of the thçsis is given. The linguistic theones which are inpded to be psdiololiY real thiist be
Finally, the internal andtheoretical framework assumed, the Revised Extended Standard Theory, is able to aomuut fct.the resialts of nach experitnend.

briefly reviewed.
extesjstoemreoflin$ccate,DrlesIs5CuSSedioteItit5OfaztnbUteSChapter 2 contains a discussion of the traditionally assumed category .., protvpes. and basic le%els; iris argued that the explanatory apparatus

Preposidonal Phrase. I argue that Prepositional Phrase is not a category at by osth and others to m1 for raa4 'st
all and, finther, that including it itis grammar of English only serves to also aunt for phonological ''u
dovd geneatlirailces about the form and application of phrasestructure

.. '
jules Ud transfonnatic I will propose three independent categories
Locative Phrase, Panicle, and Dative whl I will argue differ significantly

-

from ash ether as well as from those phrases which remain of the tjrwtu THWYpP 'DIE ENGU&J &JBJUPCDVE- trsthtlo 4oq Papesinonal Phrase,
Order No. $113082.'ln Qiipter 3,1 rcpcse afestrictive theory of subcategorizanon that-

-. severely limits the nrtmbcr oLposaible subcaiegoriespfedicted. 1 argue that
full of lefts is di'djled into two steps: thá are

JAMES. FWC.,IILD. University q( CaIUb' Reiksky. 1980. 232pp.

My dissertstioo, iJnlfled Thçory of the Fnglch Subju ve is a study,.
subcazegoriration

represented in twd distinct levels of structore inthe V* Pb125C. in the semantica of mood. I argue that there is dithoiorny in the modalIn Cpter4, I offer a transformational tt]}sis of the English Date) system of Png1id hith reflectsn4ain..ntaJ distinctions between two" nation.:I argue that this a1ternaonis fully predictable and that *Y ways that any representatio*i, linguistic or c*herwise, can bein?.n#iad these-

lexioil analysis of Dauves mses.this signiflcaogguIarity. The analysis of' are (1) ass record, something which instthes the states of affairs in the
-- Dauvts proptised hid desarus of NP movement which I argue IS also world, or (2) ass blueprint, 'oq*hmg which states of affairs in the world

PngIIchrepccsllle for alternations viiorialJy discussed in terms of two arçto matdL Starting with this pecouse, I argue thit the
':- independent rules of Particle Movement and Sea XP Shift. subjunctive the man oreprthentation which is canparable to

- 'I - * blueprint I then give a unified amount of the subjunctive's uses, showing
the language how thesewhat forms have replaced in the history of and

thetorus areseman'caUy similar toit I draw upon philosophical granuiarCAflGOg1Z&UOI4 U4 PI19NOLOGY: of James HaMs and the philosophy of 0. E it Anictstibe,J L Aims,
=APPROADI Order No. $113081 and John R. Searle for larlflcation of the dichotomy. I use Julian Boyd's

Jar.czs, Jam JwNrra, PaD. Unhe,sky,of Cal Vornia 8erkeIz, jg analysis otv',icitive and infinitive constructions and his and othe'
analyses of modal verbs (or further evidence of the dichosomy.423pp.

The categorin cii otdivorse phenon)ena into unaional or perceptual
- - unitiesisswdocumentedaapectofhnianbehavior.TheprinmiWork

i.anplored the inzØrial arid external structure of phonological categories in CHILDREN'S QU8STIONS AND ThE DISCOVERY OF'4igns for performing INTERROGATIVE SYPjIAX OrderP4o. 8124087
JOHNSON. CAILYN-ECMoLS, Ppi.D. Stanford (Jnlvers!ty, 1981. 382ppIn Chapter L three points inherent in

dphonenes'aie 4jy (1) theoretiesi entities can reflect This dissertation Investigates how children learn to ask questions
pcholcgicslly real linguieiir uemres (2) behavioral evidence may be and construct Interrogative sentences in English. The research

consists of an observational study over a 2M.-month period of eightused to support daisns aboui'psytholcgical realky (3) the phaa $5
cazegorimi entity. These assumptions point toward the use of the concept normal child*n, a boy and a gill at each 6-month age interwals from

1 to 3:0. The children came from middle class Açmes where Only'formation (CF) technique for testing claims tegatding the grouping of
tish child and his or herher participated inphonetically diverse soutith into phoaanes they also suu six play sessions that were audio and videotaped IrY'a livingroomo(this technique fur exploring other linguistic PlieliCaiterit

Chapter 2 Experent], a cMWcal conditioning experinht netting in a television studio. All conversation from the sessions waspresents trari from the audio tapes in standard orthography, and allusing dicck/GalaVanic skin response. The problem probed
-

- Pngjich speaking Ss consider the various allophones of the phoomie /k/ tO -
child directives, which inciwde questions, were transcribed in IPA *

- With the wppoqt ,i4otapes, all dji'eli were coded forbe 'the same swnd' i.e. to belong to one speech-sound category. 5$
(via shock) to respond to woeth onntaamog the aspirated allophone formal and functional features; both phonetic and pragmatic'features.-

- (k". when ptesent.I web words oon"I'I the unaiplzited allophone,el were taken Into consideration In the analysis of lexical and
gram,ytotical structures.xhool. Si exhibited o.geseralized response giving evidence that phoncauc

The resultS showed that children first learn wh.interrogativsas1
-

- eauegonesust low levels of coosoicusnom for these speakers.
Is Chapter 3, the components of CF experiments are diicud. A unanalyzed formulas. Once learned, these formulas are extended,

both seinanficlIy and structurally beyond their initially restrictedCF uperanent. asam exploring the phoneme /k/. Ispresented. Si were
oailted. via visual feedlsck to push buttons indicating mclusion/exclusioii' - texts Yield U structure to analysis, As this

analysis fakes pl,pce, the ch$dlserns the individual wh. words and the'' dedsions again they wart trained on (k)-wotds. and tested on [k]-words.
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atudliary and copula konnielhel are the raw malarial of interrogative
senlenods. Brat altar a significant amount of armholeand teaming of
individual hens has Occurred do children appeat to obeene the
regularities:of distribution that lead to higher level generalizations
about the composition and behavior of linguistic categories like wh-
pronouns or AUX

Thieetudy,provides evidence for repeated reorganizations of
linguistic knowledge as-children learn hpw to construct interrogative
sentences. This view is compatible with claims that phonological
develottmentprocepis from individualliem learning to organization
and tan of a more and more abstract phonological system.
It o, consistent with claims that second language learners use
unanalyzed phrases as the materiel for analyzing the structure of the
target language. The present findings demonstrate the importance of
viewing language acquisition as a complex intersetion of analysis and
Writhe:Os_ The is tible with current theories of cognitive
development that the role of repeated reorganizations of
knowledge and item - to-system learning ,f inallyrit offers }Luther
support to the nobonthat organization in langstage includes
collocatain-acre units as well as smaller lemgiuta such as words and
phonemes.

,t..;

CASE REL.aTRANS IN GENERATIVE, GRA.MMAR
Order No. 8113457

Lwscei, Jaa ODELL, PHD. University ofWashington. 198i .180pp.
Chairperson: Profelsor Fredmick I. Newmeyer

The treatment of Case Relations in generative grammar has been
surprisingly noncontroversial considering the diverse nature of Case facts.
Charles Fillmore used some of these in the refinement of
transformational grammar that he Case G . My goal is to
present a more systematic account of facts that bear on this issue
for the purpose of showing that a Case-Grammar type account handles
them better than any other account.

Given that the 'conventional account of Case facts Lames that Case is
Intlirskeyhdled by an interpretive process operettas oe the Mull phrase

(as outlined in chapter one). chapter two shoes that in. fact there are
several umsfonstatiohs or ether regular panimatial prece4treoffer
identical D'en's to the interpretive rules. thus givinethe mist
s i o way to get at the Casabas. This is the case, far esample, with such
seatencet asi.rtheledge mossiest Annabelle./Annabehe was married by the
Judie." The active sentence is ambiguous between e reading where the
judgeperf the ceeemooy and one where the judge is the bridegroom.
The' sentence has only the first reading. It iS not clear how the
interpretive rules could assign both readings to the active sentence given

-generated configuration. Similar arguments are presented from
ch-movement and certain regular alternations between

t subjects ,

tailY
Doti
sentences

I con :been these arguments the Case Must be encoded bysome
syntactic process intothe IPM before the interpretive rules or the

may beprto operate. three develops this line of
with regard to various le and chapter

shows where in the , fads is best located.
e consequence ea this is that --. , , , frequently been. afused with a semantic concept Odes, in . it is now shown id be a

mit.c Amami= with indisp&ably syntactic communizes.
1.

ENGLISH rilKi-MAKAG Order Na 1118546
LZDEREH, RiCHAUtD HIEHRY, PH.D Urnveruty of Hampshire, 1980
272nn

English WordMaking presents the content and methods of modern
research in morphology in the form of a textbook for secondary school
English students

The opening section offers a rationale for the uses of morphology at the
secondary level. The emergence of English as a subject in the annculum
traced historically: and the study of morphology is related specifically to
humanistic goals and to thin f enhancing of skills in language analysts,

reading, vocabulary groynh, grammar and usage study, spelling,
corn ties, and literary interpretation.

The main body of the text consists of ten chapters, each exilori'ng.
diachronically and syndironically, a primary category of English word-
formation: compounding. reduplication, derivation, conversion, dipping,
back formation, saonyminiphiending, and eponymrng.

Each chapterindudes exercises that require students to apply what they
have learned about the apish language. At the end of each chapter are

extensive Notes that reinforce and expand the concepts presented writ
RUM test p

Appendix 1 isan exposition of English spelling through a cataloguing of
various phoneme-grapheme correspondences. Appendix 2 is an attempt to
apply to the slang *icon of St. Paul's School (vintage 1978) the principals

,--ef morphological analysis that are treated throughout the manusamt

4

THE mrptAcnvE EFFECTS OF sYrrr PRAGMATICS AND
TASK DWFICULTV A APHASIC LANGUA
COMPREHENSION Order No. 8113528
LESLIE, QAUDIA Mania, PHD. Columbip University.1981. 147pp-,

Recent yak on sentence comprehension processes in aphasia has
suggested thalthe semantic and syntacticcomponents of linguistic
competence are both functionally and neurologically independent, andthat
the production deficits commonly observed in anterior and posterior
aphasia reflect a disruption or restructuring of thesecomponents. rather
than an inability to access the components due to motoric, attentional or
other non-linguistic processing difficulties. Thepresent research, drawing

\ on more holistic models of worsting outlined by Jackson, Pick and others,
investigated the question of whetter observed syntactic deficits are the
effect of-interactions among the syntactic, semantic andheuristic
components of the sentence comprehension process, leading to
overaaivation of some systems, while obstructing the utilizationof other
latent syntactic strategies,

*make and posterior aphasickright-damagedand non-neutinclidd
subjects were tested on a group of sentmas in which syntactic compleun
and pragmatic diffiatlty (as defined fey degree of plausibilityand
reversiblility of the relation between actor and object) were systematically
varied. Task difficulty was controlled by theuse of both lexical and
structural disnacunt .

It was hypothesized, in accord with the findings of previous research,
that error rates on a sentence/picture matching task would increase as
syntactic, pragmatic and task difficulty increased_ It was further expected
that the error patterns obtained for the main effects woul " be entirely
reflective of the relative difficult' of anypven pragmatic/ tactic type,
but that variation would depend on the interaction betwem the lexical and
structural distractors and that particular sentence type.

The hypotheses for main effects and interactive effects were confirmed.
.It was fcsind that the strongest factor influencing performance for both
aphasics and right-damaged subjects was the type of distractor picture
and that the difficulty of a given stimulus sentence depended on the de a
to each a distractor tapped the semantic, heuristic and syntactic
information offered by the stimulus sentence

Finally, the degree to which the relation between actor and object, and
the reversal of that relationship, were consistent with real world
expectations proved to be a potent factor in the comprehension process, in
regard to both erroerate and processing time. The results suggested a two-
stage model for the comprehension process in a sentence/pip= matching
task, wherein the first stage involves differentiating meaning" and the
second slap involves rejecting one of the two meanings.

)RELATIONSHIPS
BETWEEN THE LANGUAGE PROFICIENCY

OF ADOLESCENTS AND THEIR, MATHEMATICS
W.RFORMANCE Order No. 8119335

EN-rnu., MARY auanent, PH.D The University of Texas at Austin,
1981 218pp 'Supernsor: .I Lee Wiederholt

The relationships between language proficiency in listening, speaking,
reading, and writing vocabulary and grammar and mathematics
performance in computation, concepts, and problemsolving were
examined for 112 eighth grade students assigned to four ability groups in
English. Two standardized instruments were utilized, the Test of Adolescent
Language,(Harnmill. Brown, Larsen, & Wiederholt, 1980) which yielded.8
subtest scores and 6 composite scores, and three SRA Achievement Series
niithemancs subtests (Naslund, Thome, & Lefever, 1978).

P4cedures. Pearson product-momene corr produced positive
coefficients ranging from .50 for speiipng compntanon to 78
for written language with computation and win When reading
was partialed from the relationships. the only u to retain
significince were the correlations of writing to computation or total,
mathematics scores Canbrucal correlations resulted inn two significant linear
trans between the language subtests and the mathematics subtests. These
dams were interpreted as: (1) the ability to recognize syntactic or structural
relationships among words or mathematical symbols: and (2) the ability to
utilize semantic qr content features of language or mathematics Canonical
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correlations between language composite scores and mathematics subtests
produced one significant linear WM interpreted as a negativeielationstup
between spoken language and ma atical measures containing symbol

_ language rather than word languagli
A series of one-way ANOVA's, two ANCOVA's with rending as a

covariate, and a series of stepwise discriminate analyses were computed to-: examine whether or,not the measures of language proficiency and measures
of mathematics performance discriminated among remedial, basic, regular,
and honors English classes or among Mathematics groups denved by a
quartile division of the total mathematics score Significant mean score
differences were found among both language and mathematics groups for
all language arirmathematics measures Reading differences among the
language and mathematics groups accounted fora large portion of their
variance. However, writing skills continued to differentiate the groups
when reading was covaned The discruninate analysis of language groups
indicated that Raiding/Vocabulary and Writing/Vocabulary subtests, the
Written Language composite, and the mathematics Concepts subtest were
the best discriminators of remedial English class placement Membership in
the poorest mathematics performance group was discruhmated by

. Reading/Grammar, Wrung /Vocabulary, and Speaking/Grammar
subtests, and the Written Language composite score

Results Results indicated that language proficiency, particularly
proficiency in reading, was,a correlate ofmathernancsperformance with
stronger relationships to measures of computation and concepts than to
problem solving In addition, language proficiency in writing was found to
have a direct positive relationship to mathematics performance beyond any'co ay measured by reading An inferedce was drawn that levels ofmath tics performance may be more related to language proficiency in
the unlizationf sy ntacucal or structural relationships between words .
and/or symbols than to language proficiency in semantic or content
features of language,

THE TENET OF LLNGL1STIC CONTEXT ON WORD
REC NITION ACCURACY AND MISCUES Order No. 8112986

SHERRY LYNN, PH D Ke,uState University, 1980 231pp
Director. Dr Carl L Rosen

Recent models and theories of the reading process support the
contention that the reading act involves use of multiple sources of
information via interactive processing sgratepes Graphic, syntactic, and
semantic cue systems are perceived -M°. verging simultaneously Higher
level iniguisuc and meaning cues aim to facilitate graphic level processingThus, the reading process is viewed as holistic and flexible in nature The
reader is recognized as an active participant, exercising various degrees of
strategic control over the material read.

Purpose The investigation was pnrnanly directed-toward examining the
effect of condition' providing additional amounts of linguistic information
(sentence and passage prose) over and above isolated word lists, on the two. -dependent variables word recognition accuracy and types ofnuscues A
subsidiary interest was to examine the differing effects of oAdition on
accuracy and miscues committed by subjects oftwo reading ability groupsand grade 11 - were examined on two levels namely, the primary

- (independe considered graphic, grammatic, and semantic miscues) and ', on the - . tonal level (combined graphic, grammatic, and semantic;
considenn: - type.of complete miscue as committed)

Proadutes. The current investigation sampled 61 first (27 males and 34
females) and 56 third (31 males and 25 females) graders, drawn from two
parochial, elementary school populations in a suburb east of Cleveland,
Ohio 'The instructional program in use utilized various basal reading series
which were accompanied by a developmental phonic approach to word
recognition.

Individual and group testing was conducted in late May and early June
of the 1971(-79 school year, by readmAiniaans. Two measures were
administered to all subjects in this investigation. First an investigator-
designed instrument consisting of three conditions, namely, Isolated
Graphic, (word lists), Sentences, and Passage Prose; one separate set pergrade level The instrument, was based upon a well-defined and graded
word source, The Harrzelacobson Basic Reading Yowl/Wanes, (Hams 4Jacobson, 1972)

The second instrument the Comprehensive Vests a / Basic Skills, was'
administered on a group basis to serve as a basis for determining reading
ability groups for later analysis.

"" Administration of the investigator designed instrument was conducted
I on an individual basis. Each subject received a randomized sequence of

:z 4 three task conditions to read aloud into a tape recorder consecutively as
:4 cued. Examiners recorded oral reading accuracy and miscues by hand on

student protocol sheets during oral reading examination sessions Later via
,tapes careful coding and scoring was undertaken by investigator ut

A

accordance with a set ofsystematically established and cons sUntly-definedCriteria.

Statistical Design and Analysts A repeated measures design wasfollowed to reduce the influence of practice effects A three-way repeatedmeasures ANOVA was computed for each of the two dependent variables
for two between subjects factors (reading ability and grade) and one withinsubjects repeated measured factor (task condition) The Scheffe multiple
comparison post hoc test was applied to test for significant painvise
differences: Findings and Conchisions For the total sample as well as for the firstgrade group, presentation of Sand PP types of linguistic information overand above 1G, served to significantly' increase mean word recognition
accuracy Context served to reduce primary miscues for "undesirable
typps" (Dprx, SU, GU) under sentence and passage prose over iablated
graphic performance Findings were obtained which showed Erman
reading behaviors supporting our interpretation of interactive prfor the total sample and the first grade group In addition, context oveisolated graphic presentation seemed to effect an increase in the singlmost-acceptable combinatorial ty pe miscue while serving-to reduce the two mostUnacceptable combinatorial miscues The findings of this study seem to bein accordance with current theory and research, hence supporting aninteractive model of the reading process
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A MULTIDIMENSIONAL MAP OF THE PHONEMES OF
ENGLISH: A PERCEPTUAL STUDY OrderNo.812 2484
MAEDA, ANN REIK 0 takETA, P14 D University of Hawaii, 1981. 164pp. °

Theyrimary purpose of this dissertation was NI denve the smallest
set of distinctive features that best described and explain* the
perception of the 40 phonemes of Englishlt was of additional
importance to determine the distances (in the nirnensional solution)
between each pair of phonemes in the stimulus set While the intent-
was to identify the set of distinctive features that would describe and
distinguish all of the vowel and consonant phonemes of English, it
was hypothesized that, for the most part, separate feature systems
would address the vowels and the consonants. Additionally, it was
hyposthesized that, despitethe lack of a one-t6-one correspondence
between the articulatory, scousticand auditory stages of speech .
sound transmission, articulatory features would be compatible with
the significant Characteristics of phonemes that affect their
perception (the auditory stage).

A reduction in the data set size was made using a cyclic design
(Sperrce and Domoney, 1974). Thus, the 26 listenerjudges initially
rated the dissimilarity of 515 of the 780 phoneme pairs =
MOffidimensional scaling analysis of the incomplete lower half matrix,
however, did not allow satisfactory interpretations for any of the
dimensional solvtiont Therefore, additional data were collected for
the remaining 265 phonemes and analyzed. A four-dimensional
solution afforded the best intepretation.

Separate feature systems were recovered to describe the vowel
phonemes and the consonant phonemes. The features important to
vowel perception were: tense, retroflex, diphthong, front, round, and
high. The perceptual feature system derived for the consonant
phonemes included the features voiced, nasal, sibilant, sonorant,
plosive, fricative, glide, and liquid

The present investigation was quite successful in identifying the,
distinctive features important in the perception of the 40 phonemes of
English. Moreover, the results confirm that articulatory features
mediate in the auditory discrimination of speech sbunds. The present
research also derived inlerphonemic distances between all phonemes
in the stimulus set. Of particular importance, these allow
quaMtfication of word similarity which cahhe used t facilitate
instruction for persons with auditory difficulties

4

GENDER BIAS LN EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATORS'
IDENTIFICATION OF TODDLER LANGUAGE FUNCTIONS

Order No. 8117454

MANN, Bosky. Av%, PH.D Universto of Missouri Columbia, 160
1201, Supervisor: Dr. Stevie Hoffman

Purpose The focus of this study was to measure gender bias as it may
have occurred when female teachers of prekindergarten, kindergarten and
first-grade children identified the verbal language functions of male and
female toddlers both appropriate and inappropriate identification of
language functions were odasiderei



Preeedwas. The lanipmee Puede. Identifies** Tiet(117)saa,
coneneeted fer dds study *tact was composed of a score thee and74
video dips of male and female toddlers portraying functions of language at
posited by M. A K. Halliday: instniMEntal, regulatory, interaction*,
personat heuristic and =Waive

The language function performances inchitted in the 11illirvere
selected by 100 percent agreement between independently achieved
judgmehts of the researcher and two experts in under ending Halliday's
thetuy of language functions. Selection critena were that video clip -
performances were representative of a language function and each function
was specifically identified as one of the sitiansiagdfuncnons.

A set of training clips ensure: }hat observers would be aware'of what
each function was by examplepnor tosieifing the LFIT video clips. The 24
items of the LFIT score sheet was ittrielffict t l cpgresradel anti the -
presentation order of the video clips. fplrgagthe six language fujictions
were demonstrated twice by male toddlerfaildpvice by female toddlersAll
dips were randomly ordered with a male clip alwaxs follow ed by a female
dip. The LFIT was administered to 34 female graduate students whose
scores represented correct identificatiod of functions-71 percent and 72
percent of the time for male and female toddl *sperm% eh This
procedure qualified the LFIT as capable of dis>`iimmanng the ability of
female early childhood educators tqcorrectly identify male and female

)toddler performed language functio1s equivalently.
The volunteer subjects of the study were 45 female Leathers of

prekindergarten (N =15). kindergarten (N = 15) and first grade (N = 15.)
who were not informed of the true purpose, of the nu untilnfter tssting
The teachers correctly identified71 percent did 72 nt of the male and
female toddler performed funcnons respectively. A r coefficient of
.82 between the correct scores of the 45 teachers and 34 duate students
indicated the LFIT's reliability to measure equivalently erent female
subjects.

Finding. M ti and variance compatisbns of teachers' nett scores of
male and female' toddler language finktionidentifica edto reach
significance .Howes er teachers inappropriate idenufipnon of language
functions analy y binomial, probability demonstrated greater than
chance occurrence b) gender in four of the six language functions:
instrumental interactional, heuristic and imaginative (p < 05).

Conclusion The significant probabilities of gender by function
misidentification in four of the six laiinage functions a ere strong
indicators of the teachers' diffenng inappropriate expectations foranales'
and females. As gender bias is a condition whereby (gender is
inappropriate)), the evidence supported the vestigator's belief that f
early childhood educators would demarrsuja lender-4ns alien identifying
language functions demonstrated by teddlert

TRAIT AND PROCESS ASPECTS OF VOCABULARY
KNOWLEDGE AND VERBAL ABILITY Order No. 8124107

;Mmisiimex, BriAciiiA,P*D. Stanford Uniarrsity,.1981. 111pp.

The purpose of this study was to investigate the construct validity
of vocabulary tests and the nature of vsirtial ability by integrating

'findings and theories of cognitive psychology with those of differential
psychology. The study included three kind; of measurements: an
experimental faceted vocetaYlarY test. reference ability teltS.sand a
verbal exposure questionnaire. Thefactiled vocabulary test was used
to study sources of difficulty in vocabulary test performance and how
these sources of difficulty affect the relations between vocabulary
testa and other ability meapures.

TheexperiMental task was a3x3x3x2 faceted vocabulary test.
The facets we worcrabstractness (concrete, medium, abstract),
word frequency (low, medium, high), item type (yagOe recognition,
accurate recognition, definition), and blocks (two-parallel blocks). The
iserptype facet included two contrasts: definition vs. recognition
hernia, and vague- vs. accurate-recognidon items. The reference
battery included tests of general mental ability, verbal ability, spatial /
ability, memory span, and closure void. The verbal exposure
questionnaire assessed frequency and time spent in reading, writing,
doing homework, and viewing televielon. Subjectswere 74 nigh
school seniors selected to represent the bivariate distributioh of
verbal and spatial ability in a reference population of high schoolstudents.

The results indicated that vocabulary item difficulty increased with
word abstractness, word infrequency, when item format required
More precise word knowledge, andwhen the item required definitionm opposed to-recognition of thevrotd. The results also suggested
that partial concepts are prevalent in young adults andthat word
acquisition is a gradual precast. Many words could berecognized
vagioely but not accurately, or dated vaguely but not accuktely, or

1 recognized but no defined.

s

The following findings point to the role of reasoning processes in
the acquisition- or definition of words: (a) acre responses indicated
that subjects could give correct exampled of how the word was used
in sentences but inferfed incorrect defining features; (b) students,
with low reasoning ability hid major difficulties in the inference

during the definittn.stage; (c) the reasoning composite
related to vocabulary measures at the lower end of the vocabulary
distribution but not at the higher end. This suggests that a certain
level of reasoning ability is necessary for effective extraction of word
meaning. Above this level, reasoning ability mattes little difference in
Performance on vocabulary tests; (d) vocabulary items that required
the student to do more tharvmently recognize the correct meaning of
a word had higher correlations with reasoning than recognition
vocabulary items.

Verbal ability as represented bygsiung comprehension and
reading vocabulary tests red by frequent or medium
frequency words rather than bf/ words On the other hand,
difficult recognition vocabuiery tests such as advanced vocabulary
tests seemed to measure mainly sources of difficulty due to infrequent
words--sources that were related to individual differences in verbal
exposure. -

The results also auggeffihat students with poor verbal-eequential
skills had particular difficulties *Ith abstract words Students with
relatively little verbal exposure had particular d rcu hies with rare
worde, students With poor reasoning skills had major difficulties with
definition hen*, and students with high spatial ability had an
advantage in the acquisition or definition of concrete words. The roles
of exposure and interest variables in the acquisition of vocabulary and
other verbal knowledge were alio discussed.

SEGMENTATION k's/D ANALYSIS OF PHONEMIC UNITS AS
RELATED TO ACQUISITION OF THE 11Y1'IIAL CONSONANT
PHONEME-GRAPHEME CORRESPONDENCE Order No. 8118092
MATHEWS, /UP:BAIA ASHEIVii.D, North Texas SIR Univeritiy,1981.
105pp /

The ability of students to segment the speech stream into phonemic
units and to analyze (make judgments as to same or different) beginning

t phonemes was assessed at grades kindergarten through third 4

both high andlow socioeconomic- groups. .
.

entanon ability was missed by the use of a test of actual words in
ch-to.sample task, a test of synthetic words requiring a same- different' -,

judgment and a task which required deletion of a phoneme froma known i
' word to form a new word. Three prerequisite abilities were alio assessed:
auditory acuity and understanding of the concepts "same" and "different".
with regard to sounds, and "beginning" with regard to sequence of sounds.

Findings indicate: (1) Approximately 30% of nu ...... from low-
socioeconomic groups do not possess this ability ; . e years of
beginning reading acciumtion. (2). The ability .. -. to be a mastery
learning task. (3) Lack of the ability appears to result in paired associative
learning when the e-grapheme correspondence is taught (4) The
most appropriate of the ability for younger duldren requees a test of
actual words while test of older students must utilize a test of syn etic .
words. (5) The ajnhty to segment speech mu; phonemic units is m
highly correlated with achievement in reading as the demands of
are increased.

The ons of this study are: (1) The prerequisite concepts must
be and taught if necessary before the ability to segment speech is
assessed r before instruction in the phoneme-grapheme correspondence is
initiated (2) It is necessary to assess the students ability to segment.the
speech stream into phonemic units and make analysis before instruction in
the phonemegrapheme correspondence can be uuuated (3) Placement of
the phoneme-grapheme espondence instruction in the cumculum
should be different for grou with different ability (4) Students who are
unableto icerform the segm tation task should be instructed by (a) an
approach to beginning reading that minimizes the importinee of the sound
symbol correspondence and emphasizes visual learning, (b) a method
which helps thesestudents acquire the ability, or (c) both (5) A formative
evaluation of studetLearning should be condficted as the phoneme-
grapheme correspon is taught so that if teired-associational learning
rather than concept learning anus. it is detected.
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF ME CAPABILITIES WITHIN
A SYNERGISTIC, V PERSPECTIVE OF LANGUAGE
DEVELOPMENT: AN -EXA. "ATION OF 'COHESIVE

" HARMONY OF STORIES DUCED IN THREE CONTEXTS 4,
RET4LING, DICTATING 1) WRITING Order No. 8115145
Perm, Cluttsrm Comii, PH.D. The Ohio Stare Universily,1981
151pp. Adviser, PrOftssor Victor M. Rentel

narrative
competence can be in two general ways: (1) it has been

Much of recent explofing children's developing
competence
cross-sectional research looking at either retelhngsor spontaneous story
to links, and, (2) it has focused on storyforth using schemes developed
from approaches wiiose onentation has emphasized the already dipert or
competent suifymaker. The general finding of this reseal-eh-namely, that
children hat e acquired or learned story form by the time they enter first
gradewas queltional in terms of a synaptic, variable model of language
learning The synergistic aspect of the model suggests that children do not
learn .fornt, then meaning, then use of language in an additive way, but that
they learn these aspects of language llimultaneously Determinationsabout
the form.Of stories prOchiced by yoUng children which are frequefitly brief,
fragmentary and/or laden with ambiguous referent items are difficult to
make. Thus, a focus on form alone may have led to insteading conclugons
about children'tiarrative capabilities. The variableaspect of the language
model suggests that language learning is systernaticalll' variable, rather than
categorical so that language-behavior is different depending upon different
arcumstan - Thus, anributs4 general narrative capabilities to children
based on - produced in a single context may have been unwarranted.

The IlitiJOf .. ', of the present investigation was to demonstrate that the
development cif , me capabilities is best understood within such a

nergistic, variable model of language development To that end, this
4study compared the cohesne harmony of sonesproduced by eleven first

grade children in thiee contexts--retelling, dictating and writing The
cohesive harmony index, a result of a series of analyses in which lexical
tokens in Wu:racoons-of identity and similarity chains are computed, taps
both glotial structure and semantic cohesive propertiel in stones The data
analysis employed in the study was a cone- factor repeated design .

l....petivarlite analysis of variance procedure (MANOVA) on this cohesive
y index as well as flue other dependent variables with context

(retelling, dictating and writing) functioning as a within-subjects treatment
comparison. A ngnificant multivariate test stansuclor context resultedand
was followed up by unnariau ysevof variance (ANOVAs) on each .
dependent variable and by te post-hoc tests. '

The overall results of the demonstrated that the narrattre---
capabilities display ed by the children in the studt was variable depending
upon the context in which the children created their stones in terms of the

/study producedhe -best" stories in the-retellmg context and produced
de of the cohesne harmony index variable, the children in the

-better- dictated stones than written ones. Conclusions about the findings
included coMiderations of three kinds: characteristics of the stimulus book
used in the retelling context: composing factors inherent in the dictation
and writing contexts: and, mechanical and orthographic concerns of the
children in the writing context.

Different patterns of milts for the other flue dependent variables
examined in the study were reported and discussed. A way to Yin the
results of two measures- -the cohesive harmony index and another index
'called cohesive density --ice terms oftonic and etc perspectives was offered

THE EFFECTS OF PREPARATION AM) INCUBATION UPON
PRODUCTION OF ORIGINAL VERBAL IMAGES

Order No. 8119213
PARREN, J Knr,Pa.D. Mississippi State Untrersity,1981 99pp. Director:
Dr. Joe Khatena

The study was based upon the theoretical concepts of preparation
incubation as they have been descnbed in the current
The purpose of the investigation was to determine if preparation and
incubation were effective ways of enhanting creative imagination. Two
levels of preparation (presence and absence) were crossed with two lards of
incitation (proem and absence) it a randomized subjects, posttest only,
2 x 2 factorial design. BOOMS Use samplingand treatment administration
procedures required that aids of the four treatment conditions was
composed of tbiee palm a histardial componentwas added to the
research for statistical papaw Preparation activities consisted of

.
caucus a *mime imagery-tramins program which was a modified .
form of the cliltirt.bersebtaikon Imagery: Action Book by Joe Khatait
Incubstitin activities consisted of exposure toe taped 20-minute autogetuc
relaxation procedure. Creative imagination was measured by the
Onomatopoeia and Images test. This test assessed the degree to'which
original verbal responses were produced as a result of exposure to stimuli
which were presented in theform ofonomatopoeic words. Hypotheses
were formulate:tin order to test the main and interaction effects of
preparation afid incubation.

The subjects were 72 male and female volunteers enrolled in college
introductory educational psychology classes. Subjects were asked to sign up
for any one of 12 2-hour time blocks, their choice ofblocks presumably
being random This procedure resulted in 12 groups of from 4 to 8 subjects.
Eich group Was randomly assigned to one of the four treatment conditions
Condition I received both the preparation and incubationprocedures.
Condition II received the preparation, but not the incubation procedures.
Condition HI received the incubation, but not the preparation procedures
Condition IV did not receive either the preparation or the incubation
procedures Other activities such as films and lectures were received by

. conditions 11.111. and IV such that subject participation in all conditions
was for approlimatelV00 minutes.

I madly . the data were subjected to a hierarchal analysis of variance
which suggested that the group of which each subject wal a member
significantly influenced his/hef score on the posttest Experimental _

hypotheses were tested by a factorial analysts of variance for unequal cells
The factorial analysis showed the main effects of preparation and
incubation to be nonsignificant. but the interagion of the two variables was
significant. The results were interpreted to suggest that preparation, \-
speafically the unagery-training exercises. was effective in enhancing
creative imagination. but only when nbt followed by the inottbauon period
(relaxation procedures). The incubation penod Relaxation) was also found
to be effective in enhancing creative imagination only when not preceded
by preparation (imagery-training) The hypothesis that creduve unaguiluon
is enhanced as a result of subjects receiving preparation (imagery-tramin-g)

. followed by incubation (relaxation) was not supported
. It was concluded from the investigation that Khauna's imagery-training
procedure has great tial as a quick, effective means of stimulating
creative imagination non, by itself, was also concluded to be a
procedure which subjects to enhance their creative tmagmauon.

SENTENCE BRIDGING ANT) READING PROFICIENCY

Order No. 8118847
Pitutri, MARGARET M , ED.D LeRigh University.1981 139pp

The purposelpf the study was to investigate bridging performance of
third and fifth grade children. Bndgutg is a subprocess in reading
comprehension which links slater sentence tg an artier one. For example,
consider these sentences. .(1) John went into garage (2) He admired
the cars beautiful finshOsentence 2 in this e refers the reader back to
sentence 1. and the bridge constructed is The a car m the garage. The
two major questions were these: first, how red is bridging
performance to reading proficiency; and second, do different kinds of
bridging require different abibues9 Other questions were investigated
regarding the effect of grade and sex on bridging performance end
regarding the role IQ plays in the relationship between bridging
performance and reading proficienCy!'

The sample consisted of 155 thud and fifth grade students enrolled in
seven classrooms during the school year 1479-80 Of ilk 67 fifth grade
subjects included in the final sample, 31 were male and 36 were female Of
the 88 third grade subjects, 47 were males and 41 were females. '

Three mstruments. the Paragraph Reading subtest of the Metropolitan
Achieyentent Test, the Ota-Lennon Mental Ability Test and a bridging test
were used in the testing of hypotheses. No standardized test for bridging
existed; therefore, a pool of 26 items per bridging typewas constructed by
the investigator and pretested to determine their indices of discrimination
and overall reliability Half of the items for each were the items with the
highest indices of discrimination It is to be noted that the bndpng test was
read to the subjects while the written form of the test was in front of diem
thus reducing the role of reading to a minimum

Two-tailed mess were used in analysing the correlation coefficients A
step-wise multiple regression' equation for reading-proficiency was
calculated to find the predictive strengths of the budging typesind IQ A
factorial analysis of variance was perfonnea on the bridging test data to
determine the effects ofgracle. sex. and their interaction
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The major findiags of wen: (1) The relationship between
bridging and reading was statistically sisnificant (2) There was no
induction that (hien* bridling tYPes require different abilities. (3) When
the effect of IQ was partake out, the correlation between budging
performance and reading profiaenc) was not significant in grade 5 but was
significant, for the most part, in grade 3. (4) Bridging performance is
significantly affected by grade but not by sex The interaction was not
significant.

THY. PROCESS* OF NATURAL LANGUAGE TEXTS: AN
DITERDISCIPUNARY APPROACH Order No. 1111542

houses.Gtan hurt P.D. lhibmityofHoussoii, 1980. 176pp.
1 study deals with &subject of tieccessing and comprehending

natural boom tests. Since the meaning of a tat becomes posolle only
when thereader takes an active part in reconstructing it by. meanscf his
feeder competency. the objective alba: study t to determne the necessary
components of the readers cothumicative competence. and the -vt of
the active reladowhips among tat. rea writer. and contest .

Sipce this study considers reading and writing to be Complementary
-.divides, and reading to be an act of don between reader apd
writer. it theses on the interaMon d thikoompooents and the dynatpic
quality oftthe pram Roman Jakobsce's thodd of an act of

4" communication is the best tool for this-kind of anslysis because it is
inchnive; it treats the whole ark of as an organic whole. His
model provides the beds for this study

fide
been apanded to

incorporate tekevut insights frees fields since they help to flesh it

In order to test the upended model and to focus onid?every complex
mt.

interaction of the components in an act of=a1,)cornmunicaticiklbave
chosen to use a non-traditional text, the cartoon strips of G.
R,Trudesiabecatue it is rub-modalit combines linimistic, pictoria and
contextual way ellkiendy and economically.

The . of natural language as conceptual. This cooceptual content is
mapped language by means d realization rules. These rules come
from div categodes such as Rita, manna, and mestizoes. Human
beings do read. speak or ...listen in isolation. They understand what they
mad in ; situational. and °Antal contexts. Thus a model of
hnguar must take into account the contact as well as the

and apecuitions of the reader and the write. Since
Iskobson'stroodel views language as a multi-dimensional system, it has
Fovea the best tool for invexigathig how a readet understands a multi-
inqdal text The extended model of reading discussed in this study

, establishes a fiamework in which linguistic form. semantic interpretation.
and pragmatic use are integrated for a better understudies of reading.

The treaimant coraisiad of live 15-minun sessiens. Eaoh group
wrote a Language-Expenence Story over a five-day period. Day 1 was
used to Koval interest in the circus. Students were Mown various
circus scenes and discussed different aspects of the circus. On day 2,
students discussed 'animals found m,,acircus. During day 3, students
began writing a story about circus animals. Students completed the
story about circus animals on day 4. Od day 5, students read the
completed story. Thrpughout the eve days, theexperimenter served
as a guide, discussion leader, end facilitator. Al students were
posttested re week following tee treatment. .

Analyses were made of the differences in thetotal number of
words recognized between the label-object grqda label-only group,
object-only group, and no label-no object group. Data were
statistically analyzed by the use of a two-tailed t-test and analysis of
variance to test four null hypothdes.

The hypothesise of this study were written in the sull form for _

testing purposes only. They are: (HO) There wilt be no significant
differbnce between the means of numbers of words used as labels
recognized* first glade children in the label objectgroup as
compared with first grade children in the no label-no object group.
H01 was rejected. (H02) There will be no significant difference
between the means of numbers of words used as labels recognized by
first grade children in the label-only group as compared with first
grade children in the no label-no object group: H02 was rejected.
(HA) There will be no significant difference betweenthe miens of
numbers of words used as labels recognized by first gristle children in
the object -only group as compared with first grade children in the no
label-no object group. H03 was rejected. (Ho4) There will be no
significant differences between the means of numbers of words used
as labels recognized by first grade boys as compared with firstgrade
girls; blacks as compared with whites; low socioeconomic levels as
compared with high socio-economic levels; and low achievemerd
levels as compared with high achievement levels. Hoil was accepted.

THE EFFECT OF LA BECONTOBJECTS ON THE SUBSEQUENT
ti RECOGNITION OF THOSE4ORDS BY FIRST GRADE

..: CHILDREN Order No. 8123172 ..
POSTON, CHARM EDWARD, Eo.D The University of Tennessee, 1981
117pis. Major PAIessor A. Montgomery Johnston

The purpose ftf this study was to determine the effect of flitting
objects in the :tooth upon the subsequent recognition of se
words by first children. All first grade children m four schools
were tested to de rm ins those students who were unfamiliar with

words to be used as labels associated with -
y those first grade children who were unfamiliar

were considered as possible subjects for the

eight e
concrete obpects.
with the eight

/experiment. \

. The pretest-posttest control group design was used as the
experimental design for this study, consisting of four experimental
groups. Students were rondo,* assigned to one ol the f eroupa,dr
including the label -object group, labei-only group, -only group,
and no label-no object group. Subjects in the label-o t grail) Were
exposed to words (names of Circus animals) used as labels
amociated whit concrete objects (stuffed animals). Subjects in the
label-only group were exposed to words used as labels not associated
with concrete objects. Subjects in the object-only group were
exposed to objects and words mused in the Language Experience
Story. Subjects in ihe no label -no object group were not exposed to

oilet;or labels associated with concrete dblects; they served as the
rsolgrogp. Al groups participated in a Language Experience

Story about arse animals.
------i
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THE EFFECTS OF THREE INSTRUCTIONAL- ACTIVITIES ON
CHILDREN'S CONCEPT OF WORD: A STIMULF
METALINGIJOSTIO AW A RENESS Order No. 8124983
Punts, 1319w4ADETTE ARAM Pw.D. Northwestern Unh'e7sity, 1981.,146pp.

.. 4
Research has shank!, that young children's undeilitandings about

leguistic terms develose during their yearil in school and that this

Vygotaky, 1982). Miley Of the relevant studies in this use
daendve=gnskills(Dovming, 1989; Francis; 1973; , 1988;

t eppears to:be influenced by the acq n of reading

children's veils& descriptions of knguistic terms as a measure of their
metahnguistic understandings. There are, however, few direct tests of
the influence of instructional tasks upon children's ability to describe
linguistic unitsverbally.

This study was designed to investigate the effects of three school
tasks upon children's ability to verballydescribe one linguistic unit,
the unit "word." In this study, three specific school tasks were
designed and then paired with a "What is a Word?" intvnew in order
to measure the children's verbal description of "word. In order to
extend the findings of other research (BerthoudPapandropoulou,
1978; Downing, 1973; Sulzby, 1978, 1979), the fluor focus of this ,

study wag upon children's discussion of the unit "word" as a
semantic unit as well as a unit consisting of letters and/or sounds.

Ninetfishildren from gradesone, three and five were randomly

each grade level. Thus at each grade level there were fifteen ildnsn

chosen and placed into either an experimental or a control grrillor
Th

in the experimental group and fifteen in the control group, with each
child taking par1inthreeisessions. The experimental group at each
grade level was asked td complete instructional tasks (randomly
assigned) and then respond to the interview schedule with
approximately one week between each task/interview session. The
instructional tasks were a Directed Reading Activity (DRA),'a wilting
activity, and a flashcard activity. The control group simply reshonded
ft) the interview schedule without the instructional tasks at the same
weakly interval. These repeated interviews without instructional tasks

t wannesd in order to Met whether any effects would be due simply to
I Pfeifle* effect in answering the interviewquestions, than being due
to Ihemeinstrucindspendenitimanasklivarighboss'i

yam grade lewd (first third, Nth). Vim
.1 of task (reading, writing, Misheard), order of task (first, second, third),

and group (experimental, control). Type of task was relevil only to



,ths group. The 4aieisr* Peassu's was Pis anantic
salienc et *s s* "wctd" will' Ihsdspendu4 measurebeing us ,wadisr at semantic IX*111ll*obnad during secli
wgervlew sesion. 0Ø'sallsties and logical anaIels wer. used
ID investigate thsdlflerences between the variables..

The resulti were interpreted as supporting the position that, aschlldcsn spend more tone in schooUhey attend more to the smantic
fgsture at the lingutetic unit "word - It was also indicated that the
developmental changes In chsldrens understanding at the unit
"word" do not appear to be aflected by ahort.term instructional asksatpueedinthisstudy.

The resuils indicated thai the primary dlerence appeared to bedue to grade lel. There were no significant differences due tq taskor order. However, there was one group difference continèd to thethird grade only.

AN rnirti. STLDY OF VERBS( 11ff SK4PING OF
TILE ME1NG OF WORMS MESSAG6 Order No 8115150
Ray. Warx ALLL'c. PLD. 77 Ohio State University. 198L I6Spp.
Adviser: Professor John I. Makay

This srdy examines the effects of four English serb types (staZ. event,
activity, and process) upon judgments of the meaning of words in messages.Wallace Chafes Meaning andtheStnxrure ofLangageposwlatesthe..
pninacy of the verb is the semantic relationships withip a sentence. This£Ud hypothesized th if this were the se then the serb should be judged
the m*npOrtanz rining word in a message. It was further
hypóchesized char each verb type etercises a more or less ingent semantic
influence in a message State erbsexercise the least control with eenc.
acthity. and process verbs shong more control.

The hypotheses were tested by asking 100 student subjects in the
beginning speech communication class to take 16 ten word telegraph
messages and rank the words from the most important meaning word in the
Ieas enponan The first hypothesis was not supported. This was accounted
for through the dicuIty subjectshad in ranking the final core messâgé'
words. The second hypothesis was supported. Process serbs were, more
semantically powerful to focus and frizne meaning in messages with the
acthity verbs next and the esent and state serbs less effectuaL

Theerb operates in the basic role ofshaping the ruled relations of
words in expression. These rules eftlerge from the use ofwords in message
expressiont Language bthaior is keyed in other larger behaviors
personail) and societally Research into language can disclose the keys to
larger, more complex bebaviora This study suuests the examination of
verbal modes to tindeistand other larger behavion
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THE EFFFCIS OF SET EXPEC1ANCTh ON WOCAL ACCESS

Oi-derNo. 8119361

Rausm, Mrnun. Fwc. Pit D The Un,yer,iy of Teyas at Austin, 1%1 .
ilpp Superviscr Beeinan N Philhps /

0o4eofrethagpoS1t'heexIce of an internal lexicon in
which the syniscuC. semantic. phonologic and graphemic inforiaUoti for a
sven wordis stored. Aocordrng to these models. tl$ internal lexicon must

be Ecessed to achieve comprehcnsiOnt but opinions diffet regarding how
this lexical accen is ccornphshed. The phonemic encoding model holds
that words axe encode4 using a phorsetmc based code, prior to lexical
access. The graphernic encoding model posits that the visual features a
word are the key to lexical access The parallel processing model holds' that
a word is encoded both visually ai4 phonemicaflY. All further processing of
that word ciocins in both graphic mode and a phonemic mode
xnuhanecL5)y A word-seaward Oecision task to detentune the relative

reacooc time and error rate to several stimulus types under two
experimental conditions, the results of this study provide som'e support for
Uke phonemic encoding model, and are consistent with a parallel processing
model Interpretaucp of these results indiae that the phonemic encoding
model is hnmethn its usefulness and that a parallel processing model might
well have more gehera) appbcabthty
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ThE 1NFLU OF WIGUflC GRAMMAR ONflE
GRAMMAR aJULJUXi41N IIIE SECONDARY SCHOL AS
MEASUBfl) BY 1ThOO( ANA1YSIS Order No. $113336

Ri.. LrzTna M. EDD. Oklahoma Sase Unlirersity. 1980. $9pp.
Scope aiid Method o/Sti*. The present study investifVM a total o(

tweiftit-grade grm.mar and ipoeition textbooks from the Oklahorn
SiawAdcpted L fare period 0112 years extending from1967 to 1980 In
order to derenuthe the ects of linguistic theory on the iing of

/=ar and cunpoidoa. The tweuth-pade level was se4rted for study
buee it was ase'.4 det the ineruthqsisl elenents pt grammar and
aimposkion thouldbe at the highest level o(pubhc
arhool thstmlee A 12 year periQd mvolvingfoui state adcpdoos was
esablsed by the htriflire as being eignibrant The first adaption
considered, 1967-6L-was de next to fallow the publication of Nosm
Qyà Aspectsofthe Thw'y o/Sy,uox0965) The books were subje
to analysis o(peromlage coverage 0116 language items unng both
Infrma and 6es sta

F75&IIgrmid Conthisas. Renas o(the inferential stat' analysis
using the arcone iforuiaxnthowed no djnific*nt differences in the
peromlage _ pii on the sel.d lanpidge henis ores the 12 year period
to question The des veanilyila was used to compre the wpbasis cc
the selected language items b within and bdween su)igroupa
(1) Nature o(Ianr'art (2) Suuire 01fnng and (3) Historical
hegrcund c(the gIICII Language. The results of these omispansons of
topic coverage revealed dlve paneina of differences between items
during the kiur adoption periods. Since the inferential statiP'i! used so do
the nend analysis between the four dopIioris was not appropriate for the
eabgroup &imparisoiis, stis only poesible to hypothesize about which
proportions are sigriifrn1y different. The aistlytis demonstrated some
very large differences. These differmnce intd an abrupt change in
lgusge-teathing textbook _ IiiIvimog,by in the 1971-72 adoption period so
accunmodaze the newer linguistic theories. More recently in the 197940
adoption period anothir abrupt change In the tetthook contents was note&
modifyfng tsJ coverage to resenibic the earb adoption period in the
study (1967-68), th twoexceptioen The hnguLic t which were
stressed in the 1971-fl apd 1975-76 adoptions were maintained but with
l covlrage and composition topict hai consistently pined us coverage
owrthepaslllyserL

SYNTACTiC,. SeMANTIC, AND PRAGMATIC oRAL
LAbIGUAGE PRODUCTION OF NORMAL AND LEARNING
DISABLED CHlLDREN A SINGLE.UBJECT APPROACH

Ord.rNo.81251R5
Rijsuu.. Sievor QHASLZS. The UnlvmaityOf Michigan. 1981.
359pp. Chairmsiv William hi. Cruickahas*

This study was designed to descriptively explore the dliferences in
the oral language production ci three children: two teaming disabled
childrsncnS evidencing auditory processing/perceptual declti and
onL vistasi proceelng/psrceptiisi dsdid one narmel thild.

Suhiects were male, Caucasian. native epers of Standard
Americiti English, of the same bask soclo-etlonOiflIC etat', of
avrage intelligence, and rged.in age from 88 to 93. Data from
psycho.IduCatiOnaLmeireS. school records. reports by teschsrs
Md school psych*ogl. medicat NstorIes end family Wonnatlon,
as well ophthilmologlcal and audlological test results were
obtained in alt .ft011 ID adequately describe the sublects.

Sliblicts were audlotaped and videotaped In convsruttonhl I
Interaction with three parIiw.expedmentsr. peer. and mother.
Transcriptions of these interectlo(s. t&hlng one. and-one-hall hours
per sublect, served as the data base ,r analysis to dstermins each
sutsct$ Ingvb maturlS. iMlogment. asmoiat
encoding. sawc/amtedtic enoodln end aginItic compánbe
in .pontansou$ convsiaiticnat letslec$on. I

I5u. I1OUS oftenISMVS, keaIsi es.*iuum pIsce.me(t tot
ht atto aries aci. to I.areas at lr /- and devofogmalli Matthew A., the teaming

disabled child with todilory proc.sing dsffcite, appeared to he
bwest followed by Mark V., th. learning disabled child with visual
PrOCessing defICits. and tidally, John N., the nownal child. In fl* area
at ism.ntic/yr*adlc encoding. Mark V. appssrs6lo be lowest.
followed by Ps(Stthw A.; and tinsity,John N. Finally, In ths eras at

compe$nce both Ith. A. and Mini V. appeared to be
lower than John N. Contrary ID the nisufto of previous studies which
Pive been generalized to five anlirs population of Iearnlj19 dIsabled



children, these reerlessenest thseauditory and *eel processing
deficits contribaleffIllarenisay ID the melanges. competence of

; learning disabled Maim.
Emphasized throughout volt investigation was the positive value of

such a methodology as that of sin9leaubiect research in an effort to
.better identify and differiktiate subgroups within the Morning disabled
population. Fine*, nit for fulure teporct were discussed.
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',ClUANTITATIVE AND QUA LITAyRtt SEX-RELATED
' \ LANGUAGE DIFFERENCES IN CHILDREN: A

SOCIOLINGUISTIC STUDY OF MALE AND FEMALE

CONSIUNICATION Order No. 8122335
STALEY, CONSTAHCE MA. nie, PH.DUniversity of Colorado a( Boulder,
1981. 181pp. Directors: Assistant Professor Stephen B. Jones,
Associate Professor George A.,Matter .

Although scholars, explorers, and missionaries have cfbcumented
sexrelatedlanguage differences in exotic languages, little real

*. evidence of such differences exists for Amencan English. Much of
available contemporary literature concerning sexreiated differences
mete speech of American adults has been criticized as
rather than empirical. On the other hand, a plethora of exists
on the speech of American children, results cone sex
differences are mixed.

This study was concerned with the acclumition of sea related
yap differences in children four, eloht, twelve. and sixteen'Ten

and ten females per age group weie interviewed using a picture
task with five miniakerell of pt mastarPitaes- al order to

reduce sex bias, half of the children were interviewed by a male
etpenmenter and half were inkrieriverkby a female mrperimerter.

With regard to quanetellve alianinces. it was hypothesized that
. girls would be more verbose than boys at ages tour and alight and

I were found to by more verbose than girls at every age level tint
be more verbose than tins at ages twelve and elegem

year aid age level, where both sexes talked an equal
amount Chl-figure tests, however revealed significance onry stem
tour and twelve year old age levee.

A content analysis scoring system was developed to measure ,
-qualitative or stylistic differences between the language used by boys
and girls Baseifon research concerning both adult it'd child
language. it was hypothesized that males would use more I

' 'Descriptive' language and females would use mom 'Interpretive-
Enadthe' Wattage. ' Reflexive' language, and spiedisis.

Frequencies of occurrence in &whet these four major language
categories end their bcalegories were combined and analyzed
statistically using test and Tests for Significance of
Difference Bahrein Two Proportions The latter statistical technique

\ category with Wei number of words spoken by and girls at each
compered frequencies of occurrence in each guage

age level. Testator Signiticance of Difference Two
Proportions reveled significant differences in the use of 'Descriptive'
language at ages eight (in favor of males) and sixteen (in favor of
females)' significant differences in the use of 'Interpretive-Emotive'
language and 'Reflexive' language at age four (in favor of females);
and no significant differences in the use of 'Heckles'.

While genera) sex - stereotyped eienloatiotts wan demonstrated in
younger children, the speech of sixteen year olds showed some
reversals of the language stereotypes under imestigadon. Although
such %dings for sixteen year old may anomalous, they
concur with results of recent studies in coramunication
reporting no differences where d thought to exist or

. unexpected differences (contrary to ) between male and
tamale adults in a variety of communication.cohtexts. An implication
'which may be drawn from this study it that sex- n9--at
least in the_,area of language behaviormay not be as table as
we once thought ,
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THE FORMAL SEMANTICS AND PRAGMATICS OF FREE
.4%,*DJUNCTS AND ABSOLUTES IN ENGLISH

Order No. 8121859
GRECiom THOMAS, PH.D. The Ohio State University, 1981.

400pq. Adviser Professor David R. Dowty

'The goal of this dissertation is to describe the* interpktation of two
constructions in Englffih: the free adjunct and absolute constructions,
exemplified in (1) and (2), respectively. (1) Walking home, John found
a dollar. (2) Her children asleep, she watched television. Perhaps the
most notable peculiarity of free adjuncts and absolutes is that they
may function semantically like a number of different types of adverbial
clauses; for example, while/he adiunet in (1) intuitively serves as a
temporal adverbial, that in (3), seems to function as a reason
adverbial, and that in (4), as a conditional clause. (3) Being a
gardener, John knows all about greenhouses. (4) Wearing this oath,
he would look much taller. Despite the absence of any overt
subordinating conjunction in these sentences, users of English have
no difficulty picking out the logical role of r adjuncts.

My thesis is that semantic and pragmatic ctors jointly determine
the relation felt to hold between a freesodjunct 'absolute and its
superordinate clause. I argue' (i) that in certain a free adjunct
or absolute may serve as the argument of a funcho expression
whose interpretation either fully determines the logicO role of the
adjunct/absolute or greatly limits the range of logical Nes which it
may be felt o play; and (ii) that when the logical role of a free adjunct
or absolute is not fully determined by the interpretation of some other
expression, it may nevertheless be constrained to uniqueness by thee
Inferences of language users.

In Chapters11.1/, I argue that modes and adverbs of relative
frequency are best analyzed as dyadic operators, in addition, I argue
that a dyadic 'generalization operator' must be postulated for the
analysis of certain sorts of generic sentences. I demonstrate that an
adjunct or absolute may serve as the first argument of any of these
three sorts of dyadic operators. and that when it does. its logicalrole
is fully or partially determined by the semantics. of the operator. I
show, however, that only certain sorts of adjii nets and absolutes can
serve as arAuments in this way;lconclude that the distinction
between those that can and those that cannot corresponds precisely
to the difference between adjuncts/absolutes with stage-level
predicates and those with individual-level predicates (the
stage/individual distinction being &Lit drawripy Carlson 1977). A
Montague fragment for adjuncts and .absoluffis is developed to
elucidate these notions; included in the fragment is a new treatment
of the perfect and the progressive which accounts for the semantic
Peculiarities of perfect adjuncts/absolutes and those deriving from
present participial phrases.

In Chapter VI, I consider the insane by which lenbusee users infer
the logic* rob of a free adjunct or absolute in case it is not fully
determined by the semantics of English. I discuss In turn five factors
which play an important role in such inferences: the presence of a
stage-level vs. an indiwduallevel predicate in an adjunct or absolute,
the teethe duration of the events*orstates of affairs to which an
adjunct/absolute andits superordinate clause relate; the order of.an
adjunct or absolute with respect to its superordinate clause; language
users' knowledge of the world; and the presence of a 'conneetrve
adverb' in an adjunct/absolute or its superordinate clause.

Carlson, G. N..(1977) Reference to Kinds In English. University of
Massachusetts doctoral dissertation.
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THE EFFECTS OF PICTORIAL AIDS ON INFERENTIALLY
RRODUCED INTERFERENCE FA YOUNGER AND OLDER
CHILDREN'S SENTENCE LEARNING Order No. 8112570
THummi, DIM* LYTTOH, PH.D. The University of Wisansln - Madison,
1961. Vinci. Supervisor. Professor Joel R. Levin

This study was a continuation of a series of studies dealing with
varieties of interference in sentence learning as by muftOle-
choice tests. Methodoiogy in these studies involved presenting tof
children a series of sentences and later testin6 recognition memory
for targetidomution with a multiple-choice test The test included
detractors from sentences variously related to sentences in which
target information occurred. The basic finding in these studies was
that children Mate more errors on multiple-choice items whose
distractors appeared in sentences on the study list and shared similar



. .
contexts with target inlormeden, cempired itith Items whose
distractors did not appear previously. Thesmount of interferencewas
moderated by, the study stride& used.

The obilict of the present study was to explore the effects of
pictuces on inferentially-produced interference in recognition memoir
for sentence information in two age groups. Younger children had a
mean age of seven years, three montrie. Older childrdn'smean age
was eleven years, two months. There were 104 subjects at each age
level.

The design consisted c e two le- vels each of age (younger or older),
strategy (no-strategy control or provided pictures). contextual
relatedness of distraciors and test questior) (related or unrelated) and
item type (explicit or implicit). It was predicted that olderchildren
would spontaneously infer and thus would have similar levels of
interference from ImPfiCit information and explicit information, under
a control condition. Younger children were predicted north infer
spontaneously, and therefore their' level of interference would be
higher on explicit items compared with implicit items.

Pictures displayed all sentence information except what would
later become a multiple-choice distractor. The pictures were
Predicted to aid learning of target information for both younger and
older subjects compared to centred subjects. Itwas also predicted
that when pica were pr e would be no difference in
interference between and implicit items at either age
level.

The major finding was that learning with pictureswits significantly
better than learning without pictures The results of comparisons of
overall levels of interference indicated no differences due to item type
(explicit or mink:tait either age level. There was no primary evidence
of interference within each item type. Possible sources producing no

, contextual intederencejn the control condition may have involved the
use of venous covert strategies.

Patterns of conditional old errors (the Percentage of old errors
among all errors) illustrated that impliet information may have been a
source of error for younger pictures sii5iects. and/or both older
control and pictures subjects.

a
TEACHING LENGLISTICS TO THE ADOLESCENT STLDEVr:
IMPLICATIONS FOR SECOND LANGUAGE LEARNING

Order No. 3116533
Vutcnr0. AtztaNDEs, Pit.D Georgetown University, 1980. 178pp

The stutn tested the hypothesis that there is a statistically significant
positive corretanom between obtaining knowledge of linguistics and
acquiring a second language.

Measurements were made between students studying a foreign language
at level Ill and students studying hnguistics (with,two )ears previous study
in French or Spanish) The investigator believed that the results of these
measurements would indicate that learning a foreign language cane
mad) aided by linguistic study. The work is organized into five chapters and four4pendices. Chapter
one presents the problem: a traditional grammar-onented approach is not
,stiffiaent to bring the student to a Ise] of sophisucanon about the structure
of language needed to handle the tisk of acquiring the elements ofa second
language-

. Chapter two disaisses the nature of the ex perimeilta,l and control
groups The experimental group was composed of fife -seven members
stud}ing linguistics, while the control groups were made up of torn -three
students studying French and fora Iwo studying Spanish. Information

`includes type of school, grade !sets. age. sex, foreign languagailltIched,
verbal and non - verbal I.Q. verbal and abstract reasoning test scores. All of /
this data is illustrated with tables and grip Its;The students in the contror
and eiperlmental group are well matched in mental abihn and
backgjound.

'4e third chapter elaborates oil the procedures used in the testing and
the rang tastruments Details include: (a) linguistic aspects taught to
thi experimental group, (b) measuring inscromeed designed by the
ilWeedgator. and (c) coalitions under which the was were admilustered.
The experimental group was Pia traumas is ph000log).
morphology. sad systas-Ant in then in Fiends and Spanish
Mesureneas in these three areas made costume* these students
with saditimelly wind level III students of French and Spare&

The testing instruments, designed b) the investigator. Included the
Masking:

Phonology (two separate tests). (A) Sound recognition tests in which
there were bhy items each in French and Sednish (all sound units testedcould occur in either Una medial, or final position) (B) Productiog of w
sound segments (both thi expenmental and control groups 'read from the.

,

same sets ofwards and expressions). in this seatid test each student was
handed a sheet which contained eight words in French and a combination
Of five single words had phrases is Spanish. Each student was asked to
record theset of words antVetpressions placed before him.

Morphology. In this section the experimental group students were
acquainted with indnidualpans of words, first through English, then

, French and Spanish. Cognates were used as a means of effecting second
language %nobiliary learning -The experimental group studied twenty-two
prefixes and nventy:four roots. The investigator organized and constructed

t (b) indicate the meaning of root,

a cognate test in French and Spanish in which all the students had
(a) underscore the root of the won
and (c) give the English cognate.

Syntax. The experimental group was taught synth x through case
grimmer as des eloped by Charles J. Fillmore. The tests were set up in
which threi =tweets (sentences) were stated in differentways-usually
two of them were active and one passive. Each test (French and Spanish)
contained folly items.

All tests were administered under normal classroom conOtodek The
sound recognition tests and the syntax tests were computethed and all the
othirs there hand scored.

Chapter fgur contains a measurement analysis of.all the tests
administered Forty graphs and tables illustrate the test results.

The conclusion (chapter five) contains a table and graph depicting a
composite score of all the tests given. The results show the experimental
students out performing the control groups. The study suggests that .
linguistic knowledge is an important aspect of foreign language
performance.

The appendices to the dissertation encompass all the tests ailmInictered.
course cumculums written in behavioral objectives, and =Won= andvov,e1 charts referred to in the body of the work.

THE ROLE OF NOUN PHRASES AS CONTENT INDICATORS

.9 Order No. 8123949
WALDST!IN, ROBERT KEMPEN, Pm.D Syracuse Universiti, 1981 259pp.

This thesis is an investigation into noun phrases as content
indicators and their potential role in retrieval systems. Identification of
content is important at both ends of a retrieval system: for assigning

- content indicators to a dodupient (indexing), and for identifying an
information need from a (user interfacing). Pa:Ocular focus is
placed on the relationshobetween syntius and index terms since they
we central to the effectiveness of4s retrieval system. -;

-Two basic approaches are used in this dissertation to investigate
the role of noun phrases. The firstapproach examines past research
ewestigating the interaction of semantics and syntax. Evidence is
drawn from psychology, linguistics, and ahilosophy which support the
Telabonehip between the content of EnglMh text and noun phibses. In
addition, strong evidence is presented that grammatical structures,
especially noun phrases, are psychologically real.

The second approach used to investigate the rob of noun phrases
was to test the implications for the information retrieval environment
If was foundlhat (1) Index phrases nearly always takd the form Of
noun phrases, for both controlled and uncontrolled vocabulary.
(2) Wad Phrases are closely related tothe noun phases of a
document However, this relationship varied considerably depend
on database and indexing rules. (3) Intermediaries appear to use the
features of a computed search system to keep the noun phrases I*
need statement together as units in the retrieved documents.
(4) Noun phrases were able to discriminate relevant" ron no relevant
documents significantly better than went just the w= of reeved
docistrients. This was ascertained by cerneitrina a rINewel with doormen% diet had been !WOW so to 'hoer. apse

\ Theis findings support the overall thesis concerning noun phrases
as al the research esselions afgeve wens amend In the expected
vIrr Howliver, before derived noun phrases can be used as -content
Indicators other factors need to be considered. How a database is
represented and how acceptable the representation is to a user are
two important practical considerations. Investigating thelle aspects it
wits found dtk (5) Noueshrases represent &database in a way
comparable to present, uncontrolled Index terms. Therefore, based
on exhaustivity and specificity measures, noun phrases provide .

reasonable database encoding*. (6) Users are already using indexes
biped on noun phrases and other derived Index keys. The major
examples of these are articulated indexes and free-text systems (e.g.
LEXIS). Thit is considered evidenceof user acceptance of derived
phrases without the cc:introit used In standald index vocabularies.
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m LGDICZ Or THE. MOO a,cm OF ClASS l
THE G1 LANGUAGE (der N $114054

W&t i Snvnc, PnD. Cøeratn GeSduon 1SSL 615pp.

7EfthMOde7C0actP10ft'tI the English
Latgige desis with the usage of the word class in the th and 19th
centuries and focuats on the development of the modern ssjaIiz2tiOi
aisodal divitiqo. This thesis concentales on a history of wurd preferences
used to desaibe the sodal order, and explains how the term class e to
be the most popular thiAce for these descriptions miong authors writing
betweon the years 1750 and 1150.

During the 18th uny the prefened ttn used lb desribe sodal
dWon.lnchi&d the set of synony assr with the word 'rank".
fltee words described a world of status that was very rigid and stable.
Thme tesn placed indrvidua in pree locations in the sociaJ hierachy
and anpbed that these locations were fixed pitioos wIthin the
uxnmun*y's grucoze. The whole sodal vccabilaty of the 18th century'

,niiit the exa degree of differences between individuals in their' possessions. their skills. their ntefle, and their ethieal natures.
The emernce o(the modern concept of "class" upset this stable world

of sooal status. Theword class mme to be assodaled with an elastic
cept asocial divm_on that developed out of the hisry of political

erity. Mthe cepz of produaion de'tloped the roles plaYed by
jidjviduiJs*n genezinog goods began to Identify the primers âxinomic and
sodal qualities of the cagiunity's uruire. The ways in which political
econçmy divided the nati&the manner in which these diisions
functioned so the production o(goodS and the implications these funcoons
bed upon social chancier and tocial diisto rommtrne to the word
'claat prevlclv a snonym for 'rank", a cpletely new meaning Ts
m.mtg beca the ceniral feature in the modern conception of the social
structure: "class" replaced the older voiabt4ai) of rank as the preferred

mwdesbeunh1Sin5bCietY.
In order to present the hincay of CIan and the association of this

word withpolitical this thesis consists of a thrde-part presentatiOn
of changes in the descnption of social division between the '.ws 1750-
lISOjbe brat pan of the thetis cxmcenuizes on the vocabulary of "tank",

dwithaseaaedthevIbiyaadw6erthis
*sum clwerds rd in 1 ny. T brat pan describes
die saua¼á o(sank" and synon finer which "c emerge&

uadenmbag elbow that oldespgt was used helps to neabbsh
why d be the preferred rm a the 19th ony.

The second pen of the thern fonisas on how the ni of the word
"cbes developed within the field of pollical economy This portion of the,
history of "class" is designed to show how the modern elastic conception of
soda] division developed within the new fi3 of y
conclusion of this section. 'class" had matured itiaudi a degree t,it
effectively duniMted jhe field of social language.

Jbe third pan of tfie thesis is desig,nM to show that as poljticai economy
be*e the common vision Id the 19th century to account for the origins of
wea*1. "c" pined a solid hold on the popular language of soda.)
consracus1*Ss. Modifying terms associated with "class", such as upPeT",

"productiVe", or unproduc(ive". ablished the conditions of
"class-conaCioUsiICsa that 1e4 to the conceptual divisions communicated by
the rosen "class" be'ug real divisionS within the nation.

Afl three som of this thesis art designed to convey an understanding
of the emergence of the mqdern concept of class in the English language.
Path section functions as a separate level in the developinOnt of this
concept Together an three pails explain bo the word class acquired s
new m''"1 in the 19th centiny and ber the preferred serm for social

4,

GA'iIMAIS POE THE OGNrflON OF NAIWL
LANGUAGE
Ww"irw Eaic Px.D. Unhsity ofToronto (Canada), 1980.'
Supervisor Professor & Brainerd \ . ,

Unlike gratomass which generate or produce samples of natural
language, a recognition grammar is used ftir Interpreting the meaning o(
natural language expremons Recçgninon grammars are Important, both as

alternative to current theoretiahpprosles to describing language
struonise, and as a nacey pooent in giigge-cornprthensioti
system for men-machine communication.

Our Onrrentmodels o(grammarase inadquate for use as recognidoq
pi'Irs I describe several ofc' ptblemS ficing ie designer of
$gnition grammar. and I 'irlèius grammar models faib
bdt*Oaof these crucial problens lamolels fail to ept any inpusat

alL Others do aor provide an output, while of those that do provide a
semantic output, some provide coo liuJe information and others demand
more information than is available to the grammar. But the aitical problem
thatall models face is in the mapping of the inputto the output On
uipolopàl pounds. one is forcedto recqgnize at least three distina
pasterns in lenguage and these three psuerns are oociscrnorphic to each
other. Howeer, the three panerns do interact in such common
grnmil phmmrena Er1ish Subject-Verb Number Agreement, and
Prnemm A.aps Resolution. Is is this ineiscilosi of more than two
pawns a one $rnom'on that ourciUit $lwP"$Vtal models have nor

for.
..4 propose a grv'unar model, called lnterblock, which specifically

ovçcoce of the problems I discuss. It has been implemented as aput system, described in an appendix. A complete recdgnitiongrammar of a language requires more detailed study than I could provide
here; my efforts have been concentratedon the expression of participantroles in w,iuen nghch In the course of developing my arguments, Ipropose a semantic notation which I believe represents participant rolesmOte aptly than, say, Fillmore's e grasomara> I use the example ofthe ietbs hn'andbresktoillustrate this. Itis .pinst the task of specifying

, participants roles that I have judged both the current models of grammarand my own propcuk
Underlying this work is the concept that adequate models of ]nnguageare ones that can be used as a basisr a machine szmulaiioxi. Although Inot go so fa?as to simulate the bimian prdeinding of a text, whichrequires nibdi more than just an adequate recognition grammar, I believethat using this viewpoint, lam able to demonuate the existence of aV"1nt portion of hnguisrx

umipetonce which hitherto has beenisoaocond . and to provide some uat ta.

THE EFFECTS OF ORGANIZATIONAL THEMES AND
ADJUNCT OUESON PLACEMENTS ON CHILDRENS' PROSE
LEARNING: A DEVELOPMENTAL PERSPECTIVE

Order No. 8125038
W14nE, RIG*4AR0 EDWARD, Pr'i.D Northwnst.rn,nJv.rs1ty, 1961.
a5pp.

Developmental changes in.jnemory capacity and organizational /development of children werestudied using recaU to prose matecitt'
In addition to the developmental question, two other quesbons were
addressed (1) What were the effects of prose organization on recall?
(2) What were the effects of differential placement of adjunct
questicfns? Passages were conStructed to represent one of three
organIzational structtires: name, attribute, raçdorn Adjunct questions
were made before, alter, before a after, and rither. Each passageconsisted of four paragraphs, witheach paragraph describing either
die type of chmate, terrain, people, qr government of a fictitious
country

The sample consisted of 600 children enrolled in grades 3 through
7. Thesh children were assigned at random to one of the three
passages and one of the adjunct question placements. Each child
was asked to read one of three possible passagef end then recall as
much as he could. The recall scores were analyzed.using a 3 x 4 x 5
bed effect enable el'vsrlwcs. uling the three prose organlzabons,
tie four adjunct question placements. and five grade levsh. There
wars algnc.W meln effects wed a signilicard thrs&wsy interaction (p(01). Togle.witi propilats.mulhpfe coln,4Ilsoh procâdufss,
tIre interaction wan Identified as a specific prose organization and
adjunct question placen-ient that appeared to produce differing recall
at various grade levels. The name organization with questions before
& after was superior for grades 3 and 4. Children In grades 5,6, and 7
were able to recall atlrIte proee and name prose better than

Jandom. with before & aftb adjunctquestion placement superior.
The rsulta suggest that memory for prose organizations should

hive before & after adjunct,questlgn placements for children of
different grade placements. Chlidrens' schemata for these prose
organization develop at different rates, with name first and attribute
some'hat later. Adjunct questions are limited by the development of a
chlId..AJ three factors: organization of pros., placement of adjunct
questions, and grade level have been rrlflsd as Important to the
recall of prose material.
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A REALIrDIE PROCESS MOREL OF MORPHOLOGICAL
CHA.NdE Order No. 8111c2
2GER,DAM PRP. Slue University qfNew York az Ititia 141981
law.

This di u:nation aims at producing the rudiments a framework in
which a amble the linemisic date arnemphologi,1 changein terms oft
pachotineniedc proem modd of Impose trachoma mal of WIMP
oultdralom Moneitrases chiefly on wimples &change where stria
meephoingical sapientsdeirdoes not predicapereedy the moire tithe
*w As as alterative,* model is presented the allows for extensive' use
awls* words is morphology. It admits a combined= of roe formation.
classical analogy and role-governedanodification processes to account for
the morphemic segments of traditional analysis.

The meat of the dissertation lies in testiffg two theses: (1) That
morphological change arises in the production of morphology. Novel *
creations are possible because, in effect, speakers provide their hearers with
the informatioo that novel formsare to be quegonzed with well -known
forms by giving an overt phonefic cue link* the novel and the well- J
known. (2) That, duce the creative process is bound to catqonzation. thin
the observable effects of change will follow the description of the internal' structure =egos*.

Furthermore, using a notatioh thata word that is a known
(known whole) is a same: that that source is modifiest and the proms
VVIS rise to a I isolated source-oriented and produ
modifications. Ina Modification, the novel is interpreted
co the basis of p similarities to its scum; in a P-oriented
modification, on basis of phonological similarities toan established
product class.

The remaining three chapters each delve into the minutiaeof a single
Chapter two concerns the nature of chinges found in dialect
of Medan Greelrpassive voice forms. his found that they can be

act otmted for as an rumple of S-oriented modification
Chapter three movers the Datum ofactor markers in two-place verbs

in Eskimo dialects his found that there isan apparently extra syllable
in many farms that defies a unique syndvcnic description. When viewed as
synchronic remnants de sequence of historical changes in modification, all
the data can be amounted for neatly, and in such a way as to allow
predictions qtreads in changes.

The final &pa concerns the u-preterite dos ofOld Spanish verbs. it
is shown that, while there is no single set of (morahimicor phonological)

defining the u-pretelites; and no Ogle to
between present and preterite for all forms, the class still mists

as a formal category. The intimation offered is that there is P-oriented
modification involved, and that the amine of a given u-prinerite *

the class gin-preterites is different front and more potent than, the t
structure Of the same u-preterite virais* present
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